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ABSTRACT
This donferenCe was organized around four policy

concerhs: (1) the needs of handicapped, gifted, and bilingual
students; (Z) the use of'test results to allocate federal
com-pensatory education funds: (3)' tte validity of sinimum competency
testing; and (4) the deiand for incfeasingly. sophisticated
evaluations. Gatfy L. MCDamiels discussed the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act: James J. Gallagher presented isAues on the
identification and education' cf gifted children; and haeria Medina'
Swanson described progress made in bilingual education since the
Bilingual Education Act and the Lau v Nichols'court decision. Joel S.
Berke introduced,thetopic of funding allocations; Fred E. Burke
preseftted New Jersey's rationale for combining test ;scores and
socioecondmic itatus, as an index for compensatory\program funding;
and George F.,Madaus supported the use of statewide norm-referenced
achievement tests. Mark R. Sfedd and B. Robert Rentz described
minimum competency tes(ting programS in Connecticut tigh schools'and
in the Georgia state colleges, respectively. Fipally, Peter H. Rossi
stresfied the need for recdomizing when not to evaluate, the
difference betweekWpilot and full-scale programs, and complications
in calculating cost-effedtiveness: and John Ellis illustrated how
evaluations have infldenced congressional appropriations. The.1978
Edudational Testing Service measurement award was presented to John
C. Flanagan. (CP)
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introduction

41)fre Demands by educational policy makers for applications of measure-
ment to significant new tasks are having far reaching effects on educa-
tion and measurement. Measurement.professionsh are,being asked to
,help in designing educational programs for, among otheryhantV
capped children, gifted children, and bilingual children, These profes-
sionals are also being asked how measurement can help in allocating
funds to schools, determining qualifications for high school diplomas
and college degrees, and tr.luatinkhe worth of.new educational pro-
grams. These new and complex demands have given rise to congres-

. sional debate, federal and state conferences, and extensive discussion
and developmental work by measutement specialists. Measurement
and educational policy is the theme of this volume, which includes the
ten papers presented at the 1978 Educational Testing Service Invita-
tional Conference. .

Current educational policy is characterized by concern with the
4 needs of special itudent groups! The first three chapters by Garry R.

Mc Daniels, James J. Gallagher, and Maria Medina Swanson on thilf
iopic consider handicapped studeiitst gifted students, and bilingual
students. Each of these gr ups of students presents a different set of
challenges to existing m surement capabilities. These chapters indi-
cate that .progress is being made in meeting these challenges and the
critical next steps that nee4 to be taken are identified.

BCPOuse funding is loof central importance in the operation of
schools, the'possibility that test data might constitute a useful compo-
nent in formulas for allocating educational funds is currently the sub-
ject of vigorous discussion. The chapters by Joel S. Berke, Fred E.
Burke, and Georgi F. Madaus on this subject point out pitfalls and
safeguards in this use of tests based on both measurement and policy,

1 considerations. .

The use of tests for evaluating and certifying achievement has a
long and honorable history. What is new is a strong movement toward
developing and using stat ide minimum competency tests for high
school students. At the college level, there has been a long-term trend
toward greater structuring of state-supported systems of higher educaei
tion. New developments in statewide testing of high school students
and of college students are discussed in separate chapters by Mark R.
Shedd and R. Robertatentz. .

, Perhaps the most pervasive relationship between measurement

8
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and edtkpitional policy arises from the close association between pro-
graM eValuation and measurment. The demand of policymakers for
increasingly sophisticated evaluations of innovations and interventions.

is generating new and difficult tasks for measurement. Two aspects of
/Evaluation are discussed in this volume. The chaptei by Peter H. Illossi
examines the strategy of choosing appropriate programs to evaluate so
that evaluation resourcestnay be used most effectively. The chapter by
John Ellis provkles an insight into the way in which a variety of consid-
erations, including progren evaluations, interact in reaching decisions
about federal programs.

The program for the 1978, ETS Invitational Conference was
planned by: Scarvia B. Andersonichairperson),Joan C. Baratz, Jack
R. Childress, James R. Deneen, Winton H. Manning, Samuel J.
Messick, Warreq, W. Willingham, and Jane D. Wirsig.

The papers presented at tilt 1978 ETS Invitatiojiál Conference
provide impressive evidence that the educational comr.unity is looking
to measurement for help in coping with emerging poliy questions and
many able measurement people are responding admirably to these
demands.

William W. Turnbull

William W. Turnbull is president of
Educational Testing Service.



The citation for tbe 1978 ETS Award fOr
Distinguished Service to Measurement

summarizes Dr. Flanagan's many
contributions as scientist,

scholar, and administrator.

zitation: John C. Flanagan.

John C. Flanagan has been well-known to several generations of gradu-
ate students for his wide-ranging technical and scientific achievementa-Q,:'
from innovative research techniques to psychometric derivations to,
seminal books and articles. Over the years, those same students; maiur-
ing as researchers and professionals, have come to marvel at his ability

tt to translate scholarly work into pioneering applications of social ad-
, ,
.s'ence certainly the hallmqk of his distinguished career.

After serving several years as associate director of the Coopera-
.
tive Test Service, Dr. Flanagan organized .and directed, from 1941 to
1946, the Aviation Psychology Program of the Army Air Force; this
program was a giant undertaking developed to apply scientific meth-
ods of psychological measurement in the selection of pilots during World

. War II. A demonstrable Increase in Ifredictive validity in that selection
along with a decrease in aircraft accidents justify characterizing this
work as one of ihe dramatic Success stories of applied psychology.

As aan r and, for most of the past thirty years, chief execu:
tive officer of Affierican Institutes for Researeh (AIR), he expanded his
military research experience into a wide range of social applications.
Of the hundreds of projects initiated by AIR under his leadership, per-
haps the Most, significant was Project TALENT, the first cothprehen-
sive longitudinal study of educational development. That work led to
Project PLAN, the first comprehensive computer-based program for.
prescribing, monitoring; and evaluating the learning progress of indi-
vidual students throughout an entire schoil system. Finally, it is char-.

I

Neu+ Directions for Testing and Measurement, 1, 1979 '1
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)acteristic of JohneFlanagan's vision and intettectual breadth th'at his
attention has turned most recj'n4y to the quality of life, in American
society; his chief professional concerns now are how to assess the qual-.ity of life and how to develop educational and social strategies for its
improvement.

It is no su4irise that John tila6gan has kceived many honors
and citations. In additiou, his profeilional leadership has been recog-
nized by his colleagues; he has been elected president or sectional vice
president of a number of professional orgapizations, includin the
Arkrican Educational Research Association the American Asioci4-;
.tion for the Advancement of Sqience, the Natictnal Council on Med-
surement in Education, the 1113)%chometria Society, and four different
divisions of the American Psychological AssociatiOvt.

For his rna'ny Umtributions to the theory and practice of eduCa-
tional research and measurement, and for his productive career as scien-
tist, scholar, and administrator, ETS has the honor to present the 1978
Award for Distinguished Service io Measurement to John Ftanagan.

previous recipients of the ETS Measurement Award

1970 E. F. Lindquist

1971 Lee J. Cronbactr

1972 Robert L. Thorndike

1973 Oscar.L. Buros

1974 J. P. Guilford

1973 Harold- Gulliksen
Ott

1976 Ralph Winfred Tyler
'

'1977 Anne Ahastasi- 1R



Legislation to meet ,the needs of handica# children
may bung about massive upgradi . our use

Of existing measurement technology.

assessing, handicapped *students:
beyond idenfitication

'gamy]. mcdaniels .

The Education for AU Handicapped Children Act (Public Law 94-142) 14PN

was signed intd law by President Ford in 1975; it was to be implemented
by September 1, 1978, for children between the ages of three and eigh-

, teen and by September 1, 1980, for children between the ages of thcee
'and twenty-one. This' act requirei that-children be assessed in oraer to .
determine whether or not they are handicaPpqd and to provide data
for developing the individualized educational programs that they
need. The measurement community should anticipate new demands
on both its technology and its human resourc, as a result of the act.
The purpose of this chapter is to identify two,areas of eakness that1A

may be uncovered by those demands; the weaknesses, in t tit,. suggest
some new directions for the measurement of children over the next five

I,
to ten years. .

._ .

establishing measurement guidelines
I

The creators of Public Law 94-142 Asumed that -there was a
well-trained profesSional capacity in the United States in.the area of
measurement. They also assumed that this capacity was large enotigh
and distributdd widely enough to reach most of the children and youth

New Dirtaiwu for Toting irtasurement, 1, 1979
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affecod by the act. These assumptions must have(existed, fa, in oneof
its sections (P.L, 94-142: Sec, 612 (2) (c)) the act required .the states to-
institute procedures assuring that: . .. . `.4.. . , -,.

.

All.children residing in the state who are hapdiCapped, regard-;;--- , «
- less of- the severity of their habditap, and who are in need of ,-

special education and relatetbservicet are identikied, located,
and evaluated.

These children number in the millions and reside in areas of the
atinned States.

Thislaask assumption is reasonable. i"or exam le, one of the
great accomplishments of psychologists during World ar I (that Was
greatly expanded during World:War H) the creati .0f-the large-
scale testing Brogram. The group test, the paper-and- encil farmat,
and machine koring were technological breakthroughs that provided'
highly trained psychologists with numeroui assistants and thus relieved
them bf direct contaCt with soldiers except in unusual vases. The ,huge,
screening program of theynilitary could not have been carried out using
In'dividual assessment technology.

>

The'measurement Innovations developed in the middle of this .
century are commonplace the United States today. Civilian nses of
measurement devices are extensive in both schools and businesses, and
the civilian Work hirce created to administer those measurement device*
is large. In addition, there is hardly a' college or university in the coun-
try that does not offer numerous courses in testing and measurement.

. ., Nonetheless, the creators of the Education for All Handicapped Chil-
----Aken Act were concemed 'about the abilities of the professional cora-

mnnity. The states were directea to Istablish:

PrOcedures t9 assure that testing and evaluation materials and
procedures utilized for the purposes of evaluation and place-
ment of handicappedichildren Ai be seleCted and acpninis-
tered in the child's native language or mode of communication,-
unless it Clearly is not feasible to do sd.

In addition, the lawmakers directed that "no single procedde [should]
bt the sole criterion for determining an appropriate educational pro-
gram for a child"P(P.L. 94-142: Sec. 612 (5) (C)).

The-act alsd requires that. the wbrk of psychologists be made
more pbblic. A provision of the legislation requires that the data use,di
for child assessinent and'placement be open to inspection by parents or
guardians. kprocedural safeguard that must be assumed by the states

t3 1/4
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(P.L. 94-142: See. 615 (B) (1)'(A)) provides: "an opportunity forlie
parents pip handicapped .child to examine all relevant recora with
respect to the idehtification, evaluation, and educatiwal placement of
[the] child and the provision of a free appropriate.publiceducationlo
such [a] child, and to obtain an independent educational evaluation of
the child." This should be a boon for those measurement.experts and
skilled counselOrs who have tried for years to encourage parents to
examine their children's test results and to use such results as an aid in
planning academic and vocational activities for them. If the parents
and guardians wish to challenge the interpretations of tbe available
information, they are welcome to do so; I'm work of th e. measurement
community is open to inspectioh and challenge.

No pattern has yet appeared in the problems encountered by

the measurenkent community in implementing this act. Some anec-
'. dotal eyidence, however; identifies two possible areas of weakness: the
selection and administration of measurement instruments and the use

f data in developing individual education plans.
Selecting and Administging Instrtiments. The lack of compe-

'tence in the selectiop and administration of instruments can be illus-

trated by several examples. For inktance, a consultant in special educa-
tic)* who has measurement expertise told us, "I conduct workshops
with school psychologists and I ask: 'How many of you' use standardized
tests?' All hands go up. Then I ask: 'On what groups were these tests
standardized?'No hands go up:" We flso haq,'reports that people arc
altering standardized tt procedures for various disabilities with- no
regard for the accompanying need, to modify the published norms.
And there are some report& that people are using assessment devices

that have low, reliabilities.
It is perhaps too early to say that such isolateq,events constitute

a pattern. There are; however, definite problems. In 1978, a'panel was
called together by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped to
develop criteria for evaluating the quality of local education agency
assessment programs. There was coRsensus among this group that Atte;
qtratr principles now exist whith,"if imialemented inipractice, Would
make substantial progress in eliminating the meastikement ptoblems
most frequently cited.

Given the reasonably wellideveloped technology of assessment
and the extensive institutional training available to those pursuing
careers in measurement, such patteins should not develop. A renewed
commitment is Deeded from the 'measurement community to widely
publicize the standards of its profession. And,,if problems persist, more
traising 'for .unore people may also be needed, possibly supplemented
by sanctions for unproffssional performance.
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Developing Individual., Education Programs. Tbe lawinakers
believe in thc heterogeneous nature of.ehildren, and they believe that
the measurement community has the capability to daument their idio-
syncratic characteristics. This assumption of heterbgencity underlies
the mandate to develop individual, education programs.

Although Public Law 94442 asks that children receiving ser-
vices be counted in onc of eleven categories (with specific learning dis-
abilities, visually impaired, deaf, and so on), these chiracterizations
have no function beyond identifying handicapped children. In 'fact,
some states have dropped the characterizing definitions (these include
Louisiana, Massachusetts, South Dakota, and Wyoming). 'However,
three major problems have arisen as a result of these count* categor-
ies. First, some assessment strategia may not go beyond affirming or
rejecting a child's eligibility for inclusion in a certain categorY a way
of testing teachers', susPicions that certain children irlong in particular
categories/To redtice the occurrEnce of such situations, the Regula-
tions* require that:

The child is assessed in all areas related to the suspected disabil-
ity, including, where appropriate, health, vision, hearing,
and emotional status, general intelligence, academic perfor-
mance, communicative status, and motor anilies.

The second problem concerns the relationship between identify-
ing handicapped children and determining their edUcational needs.
Simply confirming a child's etiological characterization does little to'
help ednoati,nal personnel develop a program for that child. Confirm-
ing a child's loss of hearing, for exampte, does little to delineate the
idiosyncratic educational needs of that child, Measurement experts
have discussed this paradox at grcat length in this decade: Thc criterion-
referenced instrument is isacreasingly being recommended as a means
for documenting a student's competency in specific skills, but praCtice in
using this kind of instrument appears to beolagging behind its advocacy.

Third, and perhaps of .more current concern, some standard
,''treatinents" have become associated with various etiological charac-
terizativms of children. Some attempts to assess a child's needs seem to
be dictated by initially assuming that this person is somehow homoge-
neous with up to a million other children in thc counting category. Par-
ents of some autistic children have reported to us, for example, that

s,

'Rules and Regulations, Education of Handicapped Children. Implernenta...
tion of Part B of the Education of the Ilandicapped Act. Washington, D.C.: &demi
Register, August 23, 1977, Part II (121A.332 (F)].

.
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since their children have been grOuped for counting' purposes under
"emdtional disturhance," the treatment str4egies1iave been primarily
psychological in character. As a result, the child's needs are assessed by

a_ psychologist or 'psychiatrist who anticipAtes a dynamic treatment;
thus they become ifntified with the concepts and language of dynamic
,psychology, which may not lead to the kind of treatment they really

tieeci. qo
The strength of the assumption of heterogeineity will undoubt-

edly be, seen in court cases n tjte next decade. For instance, a suit is
currently being.brought a ainst a local school district-by the Michigan
Association for Retarded Citizens. This class. action alleges that the
defendant 'llas fa4ed to provide institutionalized special educaticr
because the education provided has been directed toward chronologi-
cal groups rather than toward students' individual needs..Obviously,
the measurement community cannot be driven by an assumption that
siews children and youth who are handicapped as homogeneous. The

data collecteii-on a child's, condition or needs cannot be restricted. by
a priori decisions about the categraryin which the child might be placed
or about the treatment possibilitieiThat exist.

conclusion
YR.

The EthicatiOn for All Handicapped Children Act reprsents a
significant .challenge atid opportunity for the measurement commu-
nity. Rather than calling for improvements- in measurement technol-

.
ogy, 'the major issues in implementing the act relate to measurement
practice and personnel training. However, the technical skills of mea-
surement personnel will be on display as a result of Public Law 94-142;
the measurement strategiehey etqloy will have to respond to the
assumption on which the act is bas4 that childroti ai-e heterogenepus.
That kind of response will require thoughtful, competem.professionals.
Thus, the.,nevf direction in measurement may be a movement toward
the massive upgrading of our capacity to utilize existing technolsly.

, lik

Garry L. Mi.Daniels t:s d'rector, Division of
Innovation anit Deve opment, Bureau of .,.

Education f r the Handicapped,
U. S. Office of Education.

4 -.4



New instruments, increased research funding, and
't better waxof taking accourit #f4ftrences in

environmelb are necessary if we areto identify
anid serve the educdtional needs of the gsjted

and talented in via society.

at4

measurement issues in
programs for gifted students

james j. ialiagher

, .

The future shape of education for gifted and talented aildren in the
United Stites depends on a number of factors: the ability ofeducators
to conceptualize the special needs of aud program adaptatioUs for these
children; tir ability to demonstrate and evaluate meaningful progress
in special programs for the gifted; devdopments in the rest of the edu-
cational system (desegregation, accountability, and so ob); and the
attitude of the general public about the desirability and importance of
special educhtion for the gifted. In this chapter, I shall examine sour
critical measurement issues that influence the future course of such
education efforts.

What individual comMunities and American society as a whole
decide to do about providing special educational experiences for gifted
children probably depends more on sociOtOttitudes and values than
on educational iunovations. GallaghA+107.6) identified four broad
forcekhat are alive in our society and that have influenced such action,
in the past:,

1. Egalitarianism. There is a strong belief in the need to give all
citizens equal treatment and equal opportunity and a Jelated determi- .

nation that there be no "special privileges for special people." Sugh
attitudes, narrowl/ applied, can hinder special provisions for gifted

New Directioru fer Toting Ventrethent, 1, 1979 I 'I,' 9
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children, especially since "equal education" often gets.translated into
"identical education."v

2. Universal Education. The commitment of the Uniped Stites
to full education for all children through high school has kept manytchildren of limited ility in school. That situation has created a range
of talents and achie ement at junior and senior high scho4 ages that is

., difficult to manage within a single classroom. Much of the pressure for
special provisions for the gifted is a recognition of such e,xtraordinary
stu ent diversity and the problems it creates for the conscientious
teac

.,. .- Decentralization of Educational Decision Making. When each
separate school district makes its own major educational decisions, the
need for special education for the gifted does not seem as pressing as
other, more immediate needs. There is water opportunity for taking
a longer-range societal view at tbe state and federal levels. The program
stimulus for the gifted often Comes from thpse levels of government.

4. Sense of Societal Confidence. As long A there is overconfi-
, dence in the ability of the. United States to conquer any a stick or solve,

any problem as it arises, then the pressure to provide sOcial educa
tiOnal help tor the talented is quite low. When some of that overconfi-

,

\ dence is lost, .then there is incrased pressure to build programs th4t..

would enhance the education or the modialented students in the soci-,
ety (and thus enhance.our overall ability to meet and overcome crises).

Cifted education has profited, ironiCally, from World War II,
the Sputnik crisis, and the current problems of energy, population pot-", e ./

,

lution, arta international conflict. Recognition of the social forces that..

, influence oT determine-our educational policies is the first step toward
. ingterstanding ihe otherWise curious reluctance of the society to do

.., .. more for the giftrd student.:

gifted .educ4tion Amerita'.

, In the long- history of-Western rnan, we have honored many
Irfted indiiriduals 40 provided us with hew perceptiont of hUmanity
.and Of out environment.,Plato, Mendel, Copernicus, Freud, Darwin,

S,hakespearr,.13rypte, and Piaget have eacri Mown us a different
,s portrait ofourselvandour world. Those changing portraits, in turn,

have reeittjtedin triajeir transformations both in our society and in civili-
: iikt.iarr; Anil:although we often do not recognize them, beiow thit level

4gertios are laYefi:of Other,gifted and talented individuals 'Who have
made..significant,. although less tiociety-shaking, contributions. The ad-
endicsdiacoveries, the.c.reative writing'the art-, and the music that this
avond echelon of gifted individugs has'produced have also plaftd a
majOr rok ä thanging;the total fahric of our civilization.

1 ci /:.



Ignoring the education of these gifted and talented individuals
cheats both them and the larger society of their true potential. Yet we
hesitate when considering special 'education provisions for gifted and
talented children, and we listen to counsel suggesting that the gifted
will make their contributipns without arty special educational aid or
help. A strong case can be made for the presence of a love-hate rela-
tionship between giftedness or talent and American society. On the
one hand, we revere the gifted individual who has risen from a humble
background. We are proud to live in a society where talent can triumph
over environment or family status. But on the other band, sin-Cc our

origips camcqrorn battling an aristocratic elite, we are suspicious of
attempts to subvert our .commitment to egalitarianism. We do not want
a new elite to develop; as a result, we waver in our attitudes. We design
our elementary and secondary programs for gifted students in ways
that can be defended by 'cautious administrators as giving no sprcial
favors and not upping the scales in favor of the societally powerful or
specially endowed (Gardneti$1961j. .

Kurt Vonnegut Jr. (1950, p. 7) has carried one of the common
feelings about the gifted'in our,socinty to a logical conclusion in his
short story, Harrison Bergeron, which is set in some future society:

Thc year. was 20)31, ind everybody was finally equal. They
Averen't (mly equal before God and the law, they were'equal in
every Which way. Nobody was smarter than anybody. No one
was better looking than anybody else.

The reason for this enforced equality was that people who were
outitanding in varibus ways were given handicaps to equalize the soci-
ety. There was a government agencyi, headed by the Handicapper.
General, whose job it was to enforce such equality. Those citizens who
could dance well had to wcar sandbags .on their feet; those who were
stfikingly good-looking had to .wcar masks so as not to embarrass those
who were-not. And what about those with high intellectual ability?

George, while his intelligence was way above normal', had a bald
/mental handicap radio/in his ear. He was required by law -to
wear it, at all tithes. Every twenty seconds or so, the transmitter
would send out somc noise to keep people like George from tale
ing Unfair advantage of their brains.

The essentially destructive approach to "equality" satirized by Vonnegut
influences our feelings about the gifted until we reach higher educa-
tion, .when a miraculous.transformation takes place.

Tfie United States has created the ittbst cOtinpriv and extensive

I
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higher education and professional school establishment in the world.
.We may hot think of the curricular offerings of the Stanford Medical
School or. the Harvard Law School as programs fer_gifted students, but
we know that they are; and no apolbgiesare made for the fact that only
the "best" students are allowed to attend. After all, some of us may
need a good lawyer from time to time, others may need an excellent
surgeon, and others woula like sre.good advice from a competent
psychiatrist.

current status 4IN't

he history of support for programs for exceptional chiidren in
the U . Office of Education gives us s e insight into the culturAlA6
pro ems of the gifted AP The talented i society. The federal gov-
ei.nbent will Provide over $900 million in fiscal year 197916 improlie
the education of school-aged itandicapped children.. These dollars are
certainly needed; in fact, they do not provide all that handicapped
children,need iiv.the way of special education services. Etut.during that
same year, the federal government will provide Only slightly over $3,
million for gifted and talented children. In short, for every dollar spent?
on a gifted child for special education, $100 is spent on a handicapped,,

,14 child. .
-

.

Is this the appropriate rate of expenditure for exceptional chil-
dren in our society? Probably not. It is representative, however, of the
political realities that attend our presenesystem'of crisis decision mak-
ing in government. Gifted children suffer because they are a "cool," or
long-range, problem. Budget and legislative decisions are made not on
the basis of what might be of ultimate benefit-to society but on what is'
the greatest immediate crisis 'or what represents the largest political
pressure. Gifted children may .be our best long-range investment in
education, but they do not create problems of immediate significance;
nor have they hadta vocal constituency capable of extracting attention,
and dollars from public policy makers., ,

Mitchell and Erickson (1978,-p. 13) report froth a national sur-
vey on ctirrent policies, resources, and servicest that the national picture
of educational programs for gifted and talented children in 1976-77 is,
slightly better than it was in 1971-72: More gifted and talented stu-
dents are being identified bind served; more states itave statutes and
policy docurnents concerning their education; more money is being
allocated to educatiooal programs for these special children; more per-
sonnd are being assigned to work in this Area; and more training iv

t.: available. "They concluded, 'however, that, "Despite !he, fact [that]
there is ;more of everything' now than there was in 1972, . . . the

tt.
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United States still falls fat short-pf meeting the educational needs of
this special segment of its population." hey also concluded that fed-
eral entrance inte the issue of educting the gifted and talented did
have one important effect; ihough modest in its fiscal efforts, the gov-
ernment modified and eittended the generally accepted definition of
the gifted child.

who are the gifted?

Each culture tends to define Oftedness in its own image; the
definition not only fixes the role of jhe gifted individual in a certain
culture, but it tells us something about the culture itself as 'well. What
would be called_ gifted in a primitive society may be very different from
what we would'honor in our adwanced technological society. Some cul-
tures, such as that of ancient Greece, honored the orator,.while Rome
valued the engineer and soldier, and so on. What does the currelit def-
inition tell us about oor own' culture? According to 114arland (1978,,
p. 10):

Gifted and 'talented children are ihose ideritified by professiim-,,
ally qualified poi-sons who by virtue of outstanding abilities are
capable of high performance. These Ire children who require
differentiated educational progcens and services beyond those
normally provided by the regula?"prograin in order to realize
their contribution tto self and society..

Children capable of high performance include those with dem-
onstrated 'achievement ancf/Cit potential ability in any of ihe

, folloWing areas: .
1. General intellectual 'ability
2, Specific, academic ,apthude
3. Creative or prOduCtive thinking
4. Leadership ability
61,.. Visual and ,performirig arts
/6. Psychomotor ability

Such Li dermition is a noble attempt to broaden the ikka of giftedness
beyond verbal facility, but it cannot become operatiOnal without ade-
quate measuring instruments and more sophisticated theory.

11

measurement influences

After six decades of trying to measure individuals' characteris-
tics, we are now engaged in an attempt to understand atid predicethose
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individuals' future behaviors and performances. This atteinpt has
worked reasonably well in the areas of achievement and cognitive devel-
opment, but it has worked less well in such areas as creativity andlead-
ership. Predictions of cwativity ?and leadership:depend, in large mea-
sure, on the nature of the specific environmeqt irolihich an individual
is behaving, as well as on the characteristics of that individual. Thus,
individual X may be a potential leader in environments 7, 13, and 22
but not in 5, 8, or 9. This interactive approach to measuring leadership
and creativity lacks the decisive ring of saying that someone is a "born
leader," but it is pr bably. more accurate in the long run (Arnold, ,
1977t Sto011, 1974).

Cultural Differ nces. A special problem is encountered in iden-
tifying gifted minqrity grOup children who have grown up under differ-
entkultural circuthstances than have those children assessed by stan-
dard IQ measurements. T ere have been three general approactes to
this problem.to date. Th irst of. t hese can be called a statistical adjust-
ment. Mercer (1978) h- developed a technique Amown as the System
of Multicultural Plura lc Assessments (SOMPA). This system makes,,
statistical adjustments or students' actual IQ scores based on the pres-''
ence or absence of, optimum assesSment conditions. According'. to
Mercer, optimum conditions are present if all students: (1) have had
similar opportunities for leariiing the materials and acquiring the skills
covered-in the test; (2) have been similarly motivated by the,significant
other persons in their lives to learn this material and to acquire these
skills; (3) have had similar e4erience with taking tests; (4) have no
emotional disturbances or anxieties interfering with test performartce;
and (5) have no sensory-motor disabilities interfering\with prior learn-
ing or with their ability to respond in this test situation. Mercer believes
that when these factors are held constant the pluralistic modelassumes
that the individual who has learned thc most probably has the greatest
learning potential. Oie of this technique has been succeisful in identify-
ing gifted and talented minority group children who otherwise might
not have been located.

A second major' approach to identifying gifted Minority chil-
dren is to try to assess with measuring instruments the characteristics in
those domains that the cultural subgroup,puts particular stress,on. In
this way, one can identify the special taleats in different ethnic groups.
For Instance, Bernal (1,974) suggests such a test for young Chicano chil-
dren based on Piagetian concepts and including the Cartoon Conserva-
tion Scale developed by DeAvila and Havassy (1975). In anotherexam-
ple, Meeker (1978) reports the work of Evelyn Hahn of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs in _identifying gifted Navajo students. By uria4g Struc-
ture of Intellect tsts that are heavily weighted tofigurat ratherlhan to

r
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ksemantic areas, Hahn was able to find gifted Indian children. The
Navajo children tested had particularly high scores for auditory mem-
ory:but they scored.low on classification skills in the figurardimension.

.. Navajo is- a sparse language with a. Minimum of words for classifica-
tion, and it is learned largely through the auditory sense. Thin, this
type of identification provides a basis, for understanding cultural dif-
ferences as well as for plotting some cleat: curriculum objectives for
Navajo children.

Torrance (1976) reports two types of special tests designed to
identify giftedness in black populations. These tests are "sounds and
images," aud "thinking creatively with action and movement."In'the
"sounds and images" test, children are asked to describe image's sug-
gested by a series of sound effects. Test results indicate that black and
white children have equally rich imagery storehouses. However, in the
second kind of test, "thinki4, creatively with action and movement,"
Torrance found that 'black children responded to problemswith action

4,4 and movement while whit children tended to respond verbally, telling
rather than 'acting out what hey would do. This test allowed Torrance
And his coworkers to use the pecially 'develoPed talents of the black
subgroup to help identifY its gifted and talented mernbers.

The third major technique that has been used to identify gifollt
minority children combines tests, rating scales, and peer and adult
nominations. This approach ikpresented in a systematic form by Bald-

. win (078). She uses eleven different assessment instruments, ranging
from standard intelligence tests to peer nominations:to develop a com-
posite ssore for an individual. The use of multiple measures enablei
her to find the gifted and talented students within minority groups

rwithout Unduly penalizing students (or poor performance on any one
of the instruments. -

The identification of gifted and talented students within minor-
ity groups has progressed much more rapidly than has the development
of clear and distinctive curriculum adjustments for therh. Although
some suggestions have been made (Gallagher and Kinney, 1979, the
fidd still lacks definitive statements regarding important Aistinctive
curriculum adaptations for these youngsters (Baldwin, 1978).-

Creativity. Great interest in creativity was spawned by the the-
oretical work of Guilford (1950, 1967) and spurred by the imaginative
application of that work by Getzels and Jackson (1962) and by Torrance
(1965). This Movement created a blizzard of new meaiuring in4tru-
inents of_clubious validity and reliability. Such simple instruments, of
coune, did not measure creativity, which is a complex procesi that
cannot be viewedapart from the subject and the environments How-
ever, they did measuie some characteristics of intellectual fluency and

.. ,
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flexibility, wAkmay be more matters of cognitive style than separate
intellectual operations. They miss the essence of the cOmplex process of
creativity as noted in the study of-the creatiVe person (Barron, 1969).

school adaptations

.11

The two major objectives of special education for gifted stu-
dents have generally been agreed upon (see Gallagher, 19q5):*(1) they
should master the structure of the knowledge disciplines and under-
stand the basic principles at the heart of their subject matter. They
should learn systems of knowledge rather than simple facts and associa-
tions. (2) They should learn the heuristic skills of problem solving, crea-

* tivity, "scientific method, and so on, so thaLthey will become more
autonomous learners and not be constrained FY the limits of individual
teachers. A number of adaptations have accompanied efforts to meet
these long-range goals.

Content. During the early 1960s, a brief but exciting marriage
between scholars and educators -attempted to produce a systematic
reorganizaiion of knowledge in mathematics, physical science, and the
social sciences- (Bruner, 1960; Goodlad, 1964). Programs:that were
developed during this-period emphasized the basic structure of a disci-
pline; stressed the importance of having the student behave as a physi-
cist, a historian, or whatever, arid encouraged the introduction of com-
Plex ideas as early as possible in the school program, These are all

-educational goals thae fit the needs of gifted children very well. This
marriage disintegrated in the late 1960s when,the Vietnam war and
desegregation took over 'as 4najor emphases for schools and scholars.
However:it pointed the way toward a new liaison that can aid the clear
iresentation of important ideas to gifted andtalented students.

Examples of how such synthesis of irnportant ideas can,bt accom-
plished, as well as verification of the viability of the approach, har,
been, presented by twd televiiion series produced 13y the BBC: Kenneth
Clark's Civilisation (1970) and Bironowski's Ascent of Man (1973). Each
series tried to take central ideas and major insights and build a set of /
illustrative examples, conceptual linkages, and consequences around
them. A few brief quoterfrom the Bronowski series will illustratemajor
ideas that are well within the grasp of the gifted and talented from pre-
adolescence coward.

War, organized war, is 'not a human instinct. It is a highly
planned and cooperative theft. And that form of theft began
ten thousand years ago when the harvesters of wheat accumu-
lated a surplus antl the noamds rose out of the desert to roh
them of what they themselves clidd not provide (p. 88).'

/,



The different cult ave used fire for the same puryoses: to
keep warm, to -drive off pfedators and clear woodlana, and to
make simple transformations of everyday Vfe, to cook, to dry
and harden wood, to hat and split stones. But, of coursethe
great transformation that helped us make our,Ovilisation goes.
deeper: it is che use of fire to disclose a wholly new class of mate-

hirials, the metals (p. 124).

Easter Island is over a thousand miles from the nearest inhab-
ited island. . . . Distances like that cannot be navigated unless
you have a model of the heavens and of star positions by which
to find yoUr way. People often ask about Easter Island, how did
men come ,here? (They came here by accident: that is.not the
question. The question is why could they not get off? And they
could not get off because they did not have a sense of the.move-
ment of, the stars by which to find their way (p. 192).

The horse and the rider have many anatomical featuresin corn-
, mod. But it is the human creature whg,rides the horse, and not

die other way abOtit. There is no wiring inside the brain that
," makes usshorse riders. Riding a horse is a comparatively recent

inventionless than five thousand years old. And yet it has had
an immense influence, for initance, on our sOcial structure.
Plasticity of human behavior makes thai possihle. That is what
charaeterizes1is in our social institutions, of' course, arid above
all, in our books, because they are the permanent products of
the total interest of the human mind (p. 412).

Such ideas can b% the back' of an exciting curriculum if Scholare and .

teachers renew their joint efforts and interests.
Skil& The earlier noted adventures in seirch of creativity and

the creative process have focused attention on.the thinking process and -.
generaied some useful instructional programs and materials.(Feldhusen
and Treffinger,. 1977; Torrance gnd Myers, 1970).

t.Learning Environment. Several innovative administrative devices
have been adqpted in education for gifteda students, such as special
schools, magnet schools, resoyree rooms, nientoTs, and tutorial pro- '-

grams; they are all designed to create an ehvirment conducive to
achieving' the two major objectives of such special) education. But eval-
uating educational programs for the gifted has been cliTficult without
appropriate measuring instrumenta,' since standard aichievementvteSts
leave much to be desired in this regard (Renzulli, 1976jt.Since multiple-
choice achievement tests must be constructed;atch that they allow most
of the student& to reeipond to each item, there is no room on the test for
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the kind of knowledge that only the gifted child might learn or under-.
stand.

Consequently, despite the high scores that gifted students obtain
on standard norm-referenced achievement teas, one still may overlook
their real capabilities. For exam'ple, standard achievement tests in hii-
tory stress much factual knowledge and some reasoning ability. Such
tests may indicate Whether or not a yaungster 'has necessary informa-
tion regarding the American Revolution or the U.S. ,Constitution, but
they are unlikely to demonstrate the gifted' child's understanding of
revolution as a generic conctept and his or her ability to apply that
knowledge to a wide variety of circumstances. Educators would not be
able to discern from multiple-choice testing of simple concePts in astron-
omy or physics or from science achievement iltsts th.at a youngster has a
grasp of Einstein's theory of'relativity. It would be cotiproductir
to plaee sophisticated 'items like this on a .standard rffgrtiple-choice'
achievement test.; the vast majority of skudents would miss them totally,
which would create problems in test cOnstruction and in norming.

conclusion

If there were no interest in doing something special or unique
foilIfted students, there would be no nec4 to think about better or dif-
ferent measuring instruments._ But if we were correct in ou s. original
assumption that crisis heightens our appreciation of gifted students
and their needs, then we probablir can be confident, looking at our
immediate futttre, That the need for special programs (and thus for
special instrurnents) will be recognized.

Wc must discard 'standard instruments designed for average
students and develop instruments for special populations and unique
educational eobjectives; a' very special and 'a4ique 'type oftccriterion-

- referenced test is needed one that is designed to measure maxim.=
rather than minimum coMpetence, In addition, a new set of instru-
ments would allow u; to integraSee knowledge gf the individual with the
classification of common envir6nmental settinlp and conditions. This
would help us to properly identify'students for leadership and creativ-
ity programs and to find hidden talent in minority groups (Baldwin,
Gear, and Lticito, '1978).

The chronic absence of research and training money for evalu-
ating and teaching gifted childTen has led to a disasttous lack of inter-
est on the part of universities in this topie. TI;e crass financial truth is
that training prOgrams With- few enrollees, such as etfucation for the
gifted,, cannot pay for themsdve#11110 must have external support if
uniyeisities are tO become involved. And since Most itmovative.ideas in

)
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education still come either from universities or frbrn the research corp-
mpnity, some degree of incentive must be provided if we are to see dra-
matic innovation,..in pro' grams for gifted children in the near futUre.

' Moraeover, there is a lack of anY deliberate policy to encoprate the
development of neinstrutnents foi- special purpos'es. InstruCent deel-
opment is not .considered an a-ppropriate use of limited research dol-

,

lars. Unfortunately, research cannot conwete politically with service
for scaice funds. Service programs provide direct benefits to their con-
stituents and create instant political rewards, hut' research may not
have nieas4reable impact until several generations of politicians have
.passed 'by. One solution that has becoMe more and More'popular
'among scientists concerned with public support has been proposing
that a fixed percentage of service funds be set aside for research and
development. In this way, research and developttent activities would.
become political beneficiaries crf pressures for increased service.. As
Gallagher (1975,-p. 26) says;

V

0PF

One alternative to current operations would link priority pro-
grams to some sli,ding slate .related to general 'education expen-
ditures. For examp)e, educational research and developinent
could be tied to educational expenditures and receive five per-
cent of the Vital, whatever that total i. The more Money spent
on.educationhl service4 the more money would go to research,
and at a percentage level shown to be effective in fields such as
agriculture and health. This would eliminate the temptation
for budget octters looking for lost dollars to attack a program
whose nature makes it more defenieless thau programs with
strong emotional support., such as programs for servi.ces to the
handicapped.

,9ther Obgesvers of the federal scrne have proposed' similar schemes.
Vor exarrVe, Challoner (1974) has suggested.the formation of a bio-
medical teseaech trust fund that would be tied to the gross revenues of
the health industry or t:Ierhaps to a" percentage of health insurance pre-
miums. And Krathwohl (19771 hassuggested that a fixed percentage of
the federal education allocation go to edue,htional tesearch and devel-
opment. Unless some such systeM:wide strategy is adopted that will
allow long-range goals of great merit, such as the education (If gifts&
studenfs or the discovery 'and development of new ideas in measure-
ment to be supported or underwritten, we must continue to liviwith

! the loss than optimum level of suppoh that no* exists.
We in education geem to suppcirt the philosophy thht new mea -

suring instruments appear as if by magic .- perhaps thropigh a firm tap
. .

1
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by a fairy, godmother. Maybe federal agencies are afraid they will be
attacked for trying. to subtly influence the curriculum frpni a national
standpoint. Whatever the reason, education for the gifted and talented
has suffered substantially from having to put on a.suit of measurement
clothes that neither its needs nor measures it's intellectual breadth.
Obviously, the iti designated in the federal budget for educat-

e d is not sufficient for research, training, eir
We max havg to rdy on private sources, such
tesmanship and the foresight needed to sup-

p. w measurement nd program innovations. Science flies on the
ofAts measuring-instruments; until we, as a nation recognize

ing the gifte
inst rum t
as found

an talen
evelopment.
nsjor the 'st

and.act on that-fundamental concept, our vision of what is possible for
the gifted s udent will be limit41 by our.own inadequate instruments.
The prevai ng viewpoint of those who support special programs for thr

fted is mmed up in a quote from Arnold Toynbee (1968, P. 24);

The creator has withheld from inan the shark's teeth, tho bird:A
wings, the elephant's trunk, and die hound's or horse's:racing
feet. Thr creative power planted in a minority of mankind has

* tb do duty for all the marvelous physicaltssets thac are built into
every specimen of man's nonhuman fell&v creat&es. If satiety
fails to make 'the most of this one human asset, or if, worse still,
it 'perversely sets itself to stifle it, man is throwing away his birth-
right of being the lord of creation and is condemning himseff to
be, instead, the least effectivespecies on the face of this'planrt:

.,- ,
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Increased understandMg of the complexities of
bilingual education is yielding-better tests

and more effective use of tests resutts.,;

testing and
bilingual education

maria medina swanson .

Millions of students in the United State come from homes in which a
language other than English is spoken. A growing awareness of their
special problems has led to the enactment. of numerous federal and
state laws affecting the education of such students. The impact of these
changing educational policies on instructional programs, as well,* On

educational and psychological measurement, is being felt across the
country. Yet the need tio properly identify and diagnose 'the specific
linguistic and ,educational needs of these non-Engljsh-speaking stu-
dents in order to provide meaningful educational experiences lor them
while they are learning English remains a erucial issue for those
involved in bilingual eduation.

Throughout the history of the Unite States, there have always
been students for whom English is a second lthgiage. And throughout
that time, except for a period beginning in the late 1890s and endtng
in the mid-1960s, many of these students have been able to enroll in
schools that offer instruction both in their native language and in
English (Leibowitz, 1978). "An estimated one million, childro
attended bilingual programs in public schools during the nineteenth
century, not to mention the continuing tradition wheD started even
earlier in 'sectarian schools", (Zirkek 1978, p. 48). Such programs were

New Daidioss for Taft And M114111,11110111, 1, .079 a 0 - 23
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availablq for example, in Spanish: tiblic schools in New Mex-
ico, French-English schools. in Ldbisiana, and German-English schools
in several niridwestern And, northeasterntstates.

e

Toward the latter part of the nineteenth century, however, dtie
to a cornbination of circurwances (none of which had anything to do
with educational needs) aicreasing immigration, mligious and ethnic
prtiudice, and nationalism a wave of laws prohibiting instruction in
any langltage other than English in pufilic and even private schobls
spread from-state to state. Titis.. attitude was compounded by our
invoivement in World War 1; during thost..yearCwe pushed the xend-
phobic panic button.de was absolutely varboten to s'peak German, arid
speaking any other language was considered suspiciously un-Ameri-
can. Some states went SQ far as to levy a fine against anyone overheard
speaking German, in a public place. Other states tried to ban foreign
language instruction altogether. The effects of this hypernationalisrn
were far-reaching: by 1923, thirty-four states had statutes requiring
English to be the only medium of instruction in public 'schools. Its
impact lasted well into the sixties, thpcugh we still can see some vestiges
of it today.

In the sixties, our country finally began to awaken. The Civil
Rights Act of 1964 made us more aware than ever before of racial and
ethnic minority groups and their needs, the many deprivations and
injustices they suffered, and their emerging political arength. The 1960
census revealed a-phenomenal growth among the Mexican-American
population iri the Southwest, which by then accounted for 12 percent
of the total combined population of Texas, California, Colorado,
Arizona, and New Mexico. In New York and other northeastern states,
the influx of Puerto Ricans and +other Hispanic immigrants was also
cause for concern. Federal and state governments began to respond to.
this growing constituency: the Equal Employtnent Opportunity Com-
mission studied employment patterns, the Civil Aights Commission
examined legal rights, Congress suspended English literacy require-
ments for voting, and a number of states looked intaeducational issues
affecting the different minority groups.

Linguistic minorities began to speak out as Well. They were
understandably dissatisfied with the failure of the educational system
to meet the needs of their children. In far too many instances, schools
would automatically place students with limited English proficiency in
classes two or three grades below theirr age group, hoping to make it
easier for them to catch on to English. The results were usuallyi more
damaging than ileneficial. In other cases, such students were placed
with low-ability groups at the elementary level and/or channeled into

lj vocational programs in )unior and senior high schools. In addition,
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unwilling toaccept the idea that in order to succeed they must give up
their cultural .and linguistic traditions, ethnic communities throughout
the U.S. began demanding the kind of instruction that was responsive
to their needs bilingual education. Their rationale was simple and
straightforward: build upon children's strengths by teaching them in
their o:ulanguages while,they learn t nglish. And they had the special
incentWiof knowing that such programs were indeed feasible: the suc-.
cessful bilingual program implemented in 1963 at theiCoral Way School
for Cuban refugees in Dade County, Florida, had served as a model for
a few innovative schools inAhe Southwest and had helped popularize
the concept 9f bilingual education among ethnic comMunities.

The educational community also became involved, in the quest.
For example, in 1966,. the National EducationAssociation sponsored a
conference on the education Of Spanish-speaking children and in its
report strongly recommended bilingual instruction. Other ,groups
'reached similar conclusions arid recommended involving the federal
government. Thus, the road was paved for the Bilingual Education Act.

Tide VII: the bilingual education act

In 1963, Congregs took positive steps to help children who could
not understand instruction in English. Title VII (the Bilingual Educa-
tion Act) of the Elementary- and Secondary Education Act (cited in
Schneider, 1976, P. 172) included this declaration of policy:

In recognition-of the special educatio<alLeds of the large num-
bers of children of limited English-speaking abilty in the United
States, Congress hereby declares it to be thc policy of the United
States to provide financial assistance to local educational agen-
cies to develop and carry out new and imaginative elementary
and secondary school programs designed to meet these special
educational needs. For the purposes of this Title, "children of
limited .English-speaking ability" means children who come
from environments where.the dominant language $ other than
English.

At last,The "sink or swim". approacte which had contributed to a high
dropout rate among Hispanics and students from other linguistic
minorities, was recognized As inClfective and the English only policy
was overruled. This was truly landmark legislation. In order to provide
"new and imaginative' programs, it authorized such activities as:
(1) bilingual education prograins; (2) programs designed to teach stu-
dents about the history and culture associated with theik languages;

In
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(3) efforts to establigh closer cooperation between school and home
(4) early childhood education programs; (5) adult educatio programs
(for parents* of students); (6) progeams for dropouts or tent'
dropouts in need of bilingual instruction; and (7) programs cOlducted
by affredited trade, vocational, or technical schools. r

Shortcomings. Title VII also authorized planning grants,
research grants, and pilot projects to test the plans as well as he devel-
opment and dissemination of the bilingual instructional material. And
funds were made available for preservice and inservice training of a
Variety of instrpctional and ancillary personnel (Schneider, 1476). the
act, however, had a few shortcomings. Most noticeable among them
was the absence of- a definition of bilingual education. This was
remedied in the manual published by the Office of Education (U.S.
Office of Education, 1971)),

Bilingual Education is the use of two languages, one of which is
English., as mediums of instruction for the same pupil Popula-

xtion in a well-organized program which encompasses part or all
i?f the /curriculum and includes the study of the history and cul-
turf.e associated with the mother tongue. A complete program
develops and maintains the children's selfiesteem and a legiti-
mate pride in both cultures.

Another shortcoming was the "poveity clause" requiring that
participating students be from families that earned less than $3,000
annuaHy or were .on welTare. This limitatiop was removed in amend-
ments made in 1972. But What was actually the greatest drawback of
all was the general lack of experience of all personnel involved in
implementing,,the Bilingual Education Act and the scarcity Of outside
experts to provide the necessary technical assistance. In order to imple-
ment the kinds of programs called for in the act's guidelines, personnel
would have to be able to conduct linguistic and educational needs
aSsessments, population studies, and community surveys; design and
plan programs, including long-range goals and five-year program
objectives; design instructional components with process and product
objectives in -first and second languages, content areas, and culture
and heritage (including procedures for evaluation, data collection,'
analysis, and reporting); acquire, adapt,' and develop instructional
materials for student use as well as training materials for staff develop-
ment; design and conduct a staff development program'for teachers,
paraprofessionals, and support personnel; conduct a ,program evalua-
tion outlining behaviors to be measured, instruments to be used,
methods of data collection, and methods of analysis; and involve
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parents and community in school activities.and advisory councils and
design adult programs for them. In addition, these personnel would be
resvmsible ferr teathing students, grading papers, and supervising the
lunchroom.

It is not lurprising, then, that in 1970 when the Office of Eau-,

cation cAmissioned the Rand Corporation to conduct a study of set
eral of its programs, the findings sholEed that bilingual prograits were
the.hardest to implement. "Title VII began with the fewest available
resources and the least developed program strategy" of any tif the pro-
grams, the study added (Andersson and Boyer, 1978, p. 40). The
implementation problems were attributed to inadequate materials,
unrealgic goals, impossible schedules, and an overburdened staff.
Although the study's authors acknowledged that the relative newness
of bilingual education may have been primarily to blame (the study
was made only one mar after the start of the bilingual program), they,
also observed 'Oat. thehanges attempted by some projects may. have
been too ambitious. Lack of experience may have accounted for a slow
and rather painful beginning; nevertheless, the dedication and enthu-
siasm of the professionals committed to the philosophy of bilingual
education resulted in continuous efforts to improve all aspects of the
program.

By 1973, third- and fourth-year bilingual education programs
showed substantial progreu in program design and instruction; selec-
tion and.development of Materials, teacher training, and community
national projects had been established to provide services far bilingual'
instructional programs. For example, the Materials Acquisition Proj-
ect identified and evaluated, published materials for bilingual instruc-
tion, and the Dissemination Center for Bilingual Bikultural Education
(DCBBE) published- and distiributed selected project-aeveloped mate-
rials; in this way, some of the initial demands of individual projects for
development of materials were met. Progress had also been made in
identifying achievement, language dominance, and language profi-
ciency tests that could be used in bilingual-programs. Many of these
tests had been developed specifically for bilingual students. An anno-
tated bibliography listing seventy-nine project-developed instruments
available from noncommercial sources was published by, the DCBBE
(Dissemination Center for Bilingual licultural Education, 1975)..

Assessing Students' Eligthility. The years beiween 1968 and
1 974 made up an important learning period for bilinguat educators.
The method of identifying studats eligible to partkipate in bilingual
programs went through a series of developMental stages. At first it was
not uncommon to find ptudents lacing diagnosed as limited English-
speaking and thus needing bilingual education simply on the basis of
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their surnames. In other cases, such placement wo limed on nothing
more than teachers' opinions about students' language dominance as
indicated by,their classroom performancein English. Dissatisfaction
with these assessment procedures led to the use of a combined approach
cOnsisting of (I) a questionnaire designed to determine which langume

. 4 students used at home, with their peers, on the playground, and so dn;
(2) a language dominance teat (an oral interview) during which stu-
dents were asked to answer questions or to tell stories about pictures or
objects in both their natiye language and English (dr they might -be
askefl specific' questions about their homes, families, and schools, or
otherwise engaged in conversation in both languars); (3)Input froni
teachers; and (,#) direct observation of students by the evaluaeors.

. Although the combined approach generally, resulted in ade-
quate determinations of language dominance, educators eventually
realized that language dominance and language proficiency weretwo
different things apd that, although language dominance determinea
student's fired for' bilingual instruction, it' told very little about- die
degree of that student's proficiency in either language. For instance, a
third grade student transferring to the school after completing the first
and second grades in puerto Rico is obviously much more proficient in
Spanish than is a third grade student *hose Puerto Rican Parents
speak Spanish at home but who hes struggled througfh the first and
second grades using English in the United States. Both students are
Spanish-dominant and both have limited English langUage proficiency;
however, the first hai a relatively rich and extensive vocabulary and
can read and write in Spanish, whereas th second,, although well-
versed in.-conversational Spanish centering c4i family and neighbor-
hood topics, has Lad far less linguistic exper nce than has the first,.
Thus, teachers soon learned that a class of thirty-five Spanish-dominant
students could vety well mean a class with anywhere from one to thirty-
five different levels of proficiency in Spanish and just as many different
levels of proficiency in English, resulting in Excedrin Headache Num-
ber 70 for the teacher. Curriculum planning, materials selection and
adaptation, and instructional approaches and techniques had to take
thesc individual differeres into account. Qualified teachers had to be
able to not only teach content areas in two languages but be masters in
individualization, small-group instruction, materials adaptation, diag-
nostic procedures; and above all else, they must be warm, sensitive,
perceptive, and flexible.

Standardized Testing. The complexities that diverse levels of
1-anguage proficiency brought to the classroom were compounded in
the area of standardized testing. The needle) develop instruments in
the lan*age of.the students proved to be a very complicated under-
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taking. Translating existing English language tests proved unsatisfac-
tory because people of.different ethnic and linguistic bac,kgrounds do
not think in the same way, structure thoughts in the same manner, or
learn equivalent words and concepts in the same order. A word or con-

"cept that is °Salmon and therefore considered easy among English-
speaking children may not be at .all common or even ekrst in the same
form in another language.,One example of this problem is the English
word pet (De Avila and Havassy, 1978). There is no such word in Span-
ish. The usual translation is animal domestic() or mascotaP depending
on the meaning. Both of these concepts are considerably more compli,
cated than the English pet.

Obviously, special tests bad to be developed for these students.
Psychorogists, consultants, evaluators, teachers, project directors, coun-
selorsanyone who had a good idea began developing tests during
this period. Even one or two commercial publishers decided to give it a
try. Additional problems soon surfaced; regional differences, both lin-
guistic and cultural; lack of reading skills in the native language; and
gaps of proficiency in the native language that, in many `cases, were
filled in the second language (English). Thus, testing 'a fourth grader's
achievement in scietre,math, or social studies, for example, may have
required giving instructipns, questions, and answers in both the stu-
dent's native language and English. And a psychological evaluation
had to consider the posiibility that a child might know some things
only in one language and others only in the other language.

state involvement

When the Bilingual Education Act (Title VII) was enacted in
'1968, twenty states still prohibited instruction in a language other than
English. However, its passage brought about a surge of activity in state
legislatures across the country. They gassed laws to lift restrictions
against the use of other languages, laws to allow bilingual instruction,
and laws that appropriated moneys for bilingual programs. A number
of states adopted laws requiring psychological evaluations in the child's
native language and prohibiting any placement of children in special
education classes until such-assessment had been made. In 1972, Massa-
chusetts became the first state to require bilingual education programs
in all schools with twenty or more students of limited English-speaking
ability. Soon Texas, California, Colorado, New 'Mexico, and Illinois
followed with similar mandates. By 1976, ten states had statutes mak-
ing bilingual education mandatory; sixteen states specifically permitted
it; fourteen states had no statutes but tacitly allowed i4; and.ten states

s
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still prohibited it in some form or other, although some of them man-
aged to have Titlç VII programs in spite of such regulations ,(Develop-
merit Associates, 1977). /tmong,te factors that accounted for state
involvement in bilingual education were the number of linguistic min-
ority students residing in the state, the degree of political-activity of the
ethnic'community, exposure to bilingUal educatiort through Title VII -
programs, arid the level of awareness in the stat'e about the need for
and the implementation of bilingual education.

State involvement, really intensified the flurry of aceivities sur-
rounding bilinguaPeducation. One reason for this was that the state
requirements were considerably more specific than were thelederal
ones. In the study of state programs cited earlier, it was noted that by
1976 seventeen states defined bilingual education as "transitional"'
a temporary bridge to help students progress into an all-English cur-
riculum. Thus, it became crucial to develop testing procedures for
placing students in bilingual programs, for measuring, students' con-,
ceptual growth while in-those programs, and for 'assessing English Ian-

, guage proficiency to determine when students could move into mono-
lingual (English) classes. Thirteen states .had bilingual certification
requirements for personnel teaching in these programs. As a result,
teacher preparation institutions and state certifidation boards were put
to task to determine what specific knowledge, skills, characteristics3
and competencies a bilingual teaclier needed. Thirteen states included
in their bilingual.programs a cultural component rkognizing both the
importance of self-concept and self-esteem in scholastic success and the
need for schools to be sensitive to cultaral differences ittstudent behav-
ior as well as in learning styles. Eleven states required strong parental
in olvement, stressing the importance of the home environment a
part of the total educational experience arid the need for the school t
nderstand the sociocultural context in which students are raised.

Thirteen states appropriated funds to implement programs. This
hrought about the development of a variety of program models that
were appropriate to the particular needs and characteristics of the pop-
ulation to be served.

Eau vrNichols: a landmark decision

In January 1974, the U.S..Stveme Court decision in Lau v. Nichols
brought national attention to the educational needs of students of lim-
ited English-speaking ability. In this case, Chinese public school stu-
dents claimed that the San Francisco Unified School District was hot
providing them with equal educational opportunity. The court ruled
in favor of the plaintiffs, stating that the district's failure to provide
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programs to meet the linguistic needs of the students violated Title
of the Civil Rights Act. Adding that equareducational opportupity
goes beyond providing the same buildings, books, or teachers, it main-
tained that because these students could not understand the language
of the classroom, they were, in esffect, depriveOf a minimally ade-
quate education (Teitelbaum and Hiller, 1977).

Though ,not expressly endorsing bilhigual education, the Lau tv.

decision legitiyinzed and gave impet4s to the movement for equal edu-
cational opportunity For students of limited English proficiency. It
brought the needs of those students to the attention of every -district
receiving federal aid. It set in motion efforts to providevfederal enforce-
ment, as well as technical assistance, through a network of regional
centers. And it raised the public consciousnesaof the need for bilingual
education,,.thus aiding the passage of state mandates. The Lau ruling
also raised many questions that have become very familiar in bilingual
education. How many target students must there be? Must they be con-
centrated itru few schools? What does limited English-speaking ability-
mean? Is a student from a linguistic minority who can speak and under-,
stand English but Who reads below level and 'underachieves in content
areas included in Lau? What' arc appropriate remedies? May schools
choose whatever program they feel is adequate? Isibiculttiral citation
required? What about school desegregation?

Lau Remedies. Following the supreme court decision, the U.S.
Office of Civil Rights asked all school distFicts receiving federal-funds
to conduct a language surveY to identify studerhs,of non-English back-
ground; this survey sitbsequently identified over 300 districts that were
not in compliance with Lau. The immediate issue was, of course, how
to go about getting these districts' to comply. A set of guidelines called
Lau Remedies was developed to provide guidance tfAchool districts in
assessing students' language development as well as in determining
adequate educational programs for thcm. After assessing the students'
home or primary language, the districts were required to assess each
student's degree of linguistic function or ability and place him or her in
one of five categories (see DeAvila and Dtmcan, 1976): \

A. Monolingual speaker of the language other than Enish
(speaks the language other than Ehglish exclusively)

11, . Predominantly speaks the language other than English
(speaks mostly the language other than English but speaks
some English)

C . Bilingual (speaks both the language other than English and
English with equal ease)

D . predominantly speaks English (speaks mostly English but
some of the language other than English)

E . Monolingual speaker of English (speaks English exclusively)

)
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Of these categocies, only A and E are relatively easy to identify; the
others present a problem. One is "struck by the loose manner in which
these levels are defined. As such, they' bear no resemblance to the
`6perational. definitions' . . given in terms 1of concrete operatiogs,
such as scores on tests; numbers of items passed wig nd so on" (DeAvila

* and Dancan, 1976, p. 247). For example, categcry C can really cause
problems. The term bilingual can be defined in many ways: native-like
control of two languages, ability to use two languages alternately, pos-
session of at leasttone of the four basic skills understanding, speaking,

. reading, writing in tiwo languages, and so on. In fact, according to
linguists, there are many kinds of bilingualism. Bilinguals are often
referred, to as balanced (or unbalanced?), coordinate or' compound,
3.riatural or artificial; bilingual or pseudo-lingual, depending on either
how they acquired the languages or how well they command them.
One could assume that those who fall into category C are a homoge-
neous group with native-like proficiency in both languages; in reality,'
however, a child limited in both English and his or her native language

very well fit into this category since he or she would speak both
7 languages _with equal ease (or diffidilty). Categories B and D are

extremely vague. Since no official definition was offered for predami-
nantly speaks, it was left up to the district§ to decide.

In some states with mandates, similar but somewhat more
explicit categories had been developed for identifying students requir-
ing bilingual instruction. In Illinois, for example, the levels of language
fluency were defined as follows (Illinois Office of Education, 1976):

I. The studeril does not speak, understand, or write English,
c. but may know a few isolated wordt or expressions.
2. The student understands sim entences in English, except

isolated words or expressio
3. The student speaks and understands English with hesitancy

and difficulty. With effort and help, the student can, carry
on a conversation in English, understand at least parts of les-
sons, and follow simple directions'.

4. The student speaks and understands English without appar-
ent difficulty but displays low achievement, indicating some
language or cultural interference with learning.

5. The student speaks and understands both English and the
-home language without difficulty and displays normal aca-
demic achievement for grade level.

6. The student (of non-English background) eithe5 predomi-
nantly or exclusively .speaks English.

Whereas the Lau categories emphasize language dominance, these
describe students in terms of English language skills and proficiency as
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obsrrved in a school setting, as well as academic achievement. How-
,. ever, this, (oo, only serves to deternline whether or not a student needs

.hilingual' instruction. ,Once that_ is determined, assessment of the stu-
dent!s proficiency in the native language is essential in order to pre-
scribe appropriate instruction via .the mother tongue:

,
Resultant 'Developments. The urgency of complying with the

Lau requirements has led some districts to develop useful assessment
instruments and procedures. Chicagoli Funalonal Language Survey,

' for example, ingudes fifteen items designed to assess the ability of the
linguistic minority students identified through the state-mandated cen-
sus to use the English language..The first five items test ,the siudeht's
ability to repeat ientences said by the rater at normal conversational
speed (for example: "I often play with my friends by the fence."). Stu-
dents are scored on a five-point scale for each item accord6g to accn-.
racy, completeness, and promptness of response. The next five items
assess the students'.comprehension and elicit verbal responses. (These
items.might inchule, for example, "Tell me how to play your favorite
game.:') The students are again rated on a five-point scale, this time on
the basis of Comprehen`siOn, meaningfulness of response, sentence
structure, elaboration, and vocabulary. The last five items do npt
require testing but are based on studente past performances. The rater
is asked,to indicate how a particular student would perform five tasks
(such as repeating, the class homework assignment to English mono-
lingual peers who were not prepent whett it was given). The rater's
answer is to be based on the student's oral language Performance on
the previous test or in school during the past year. After adding all the
raw scores for these fifteen items, each student is caiegorized as Level I,
11, 111, and so on, according to his or her total score and his or her age,

.The San Diego Observation Assessment Instrument, whichyas
also developed to comply with tau requirements, Was recently adopted
by the state of California to satisfy the requirements of the Chacon-
Moscow Bilingual Education Act, AB 1329 (Cornejo and Nadeau,
1978). It is made up of (I) a home language survey; (2) a language
observation assessment; and (3) a final assessment. The home language
survey consists of four questions (in English ahd in the home language)
addressed to the parents to determine which language a student learned
first as ari infant, which language the student presently uses in the
home, which language adults use in the home, and which language the
parents use more frequently with their children. The language obser-
vation assessment consists of an interview conducte0 by a trained bilin-
gual in which a student chooses from a set of "action's' pictures and
answers a series of open questions asking him or her tp list objects in the
picture, tell what i3 taking place in the picture, and expand conversa-
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tio picture. (Stith questions might include, "What does this
ake you think of ?") On the basis of the responses given, the student is

stored at Level I (lists), Level II (tells about), and Level III (expaluis).
In addition, each level is further scored as C = Comprehension, MP
Minithl ProductiOn, FP = Full Production, and P = Productiai at
Level III. The final assessment represents the composite estimate of

'proficiency in the home language and the degree o English fluency
demonstrated d ing the interview. Students are then placed in one of
the following cat ories (Cornejo and Nadeau, 1978):

4.

1. Non-Engli speaking i Lau classification A it. ,
. .
.,". 2. Limited English-speaking

.
4 Lau classification it .3. Bilingual . ',Lauclassification C

'4. :Limited other lkiguage ik,au classification D
5. English only .

. Lau classification `E
6. Mixes languages in both intervievis Special -

7. No response in either language
. Special

4 0

1

Only students placed in categories 1, 2, and 6 ,qualify for bilingu pro-
grams. However, secondary students falling in the bilingual cat gory .

'but scoring below a district's predominant percentile are reclassified as
,limited English-speaking (LES), Students classified as "limited other
language" and "bilingual" also qualify for bilingual instruction if their

.'°"

scholastic achievement is low.
Tbe Chicago and San Diego Language Assessment Instruments,

as well as the. New York Language Assessment Battery (which responded
to the mand4te of ASPIRA Consent Decree of 1974 for improved assess-

. menk of effectiveness in English -and in Spanish (TiliS,'Weiciess, and
Cumlo; 1978), are de`signed only for determining whether or inot stu-
dents should be placed in bilingual programs. These are administra-
tive tests developed in response to legal mandates. Their purpose "suits
administrative needs rather than pedagogical ones" (Shuy, 1978,

, p. 326). They help determine the number of students that belong in a
given program, but they offer "no hint as to.what to do about teaching
them." No ronder teachers complain. ileedleis to say, language assess-
ment for placement is just the tip of the iceberg. Still needed are la.tp;
guage proficiency measures for detereming treatment procedures to
be used in the program. There is also a need to determine what really
matters in terms of language proficiency the more quantifiableand
testable flpures (such as pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar) or
those that are less qualifiable and testable (such, aii_semantic meaning
'and functional meaning). Shuy argues thikt funclional use of the lan-
guage is 'More critical for effective participation than is knowledge of

,
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the languageforms in themselves. Aistudent's ability to seek clarifica-
tion from the teacher for some item is far more important to his learn-,
ing than are native-like pronunciatioit and grammar. More must be
learned about cult.ural differences and how they affect learning styles
and hence about needed teaching approaches (tazden and Leggett,
1976). Appropriate bilingual-program models, as well as instructional
and testing materials for diverse groups and circumstances, need to be
further developed.

amendments

The ame4dments to the Bilingual Education Act (ESEA Title
VII) made in 1974 addressed many of the needs identified during the
implementation of the initial legislatinn; aMong other things, they
sought a definition of bilingual education, develoPment of bilingual
teacher-training programs at the university level, and preparation pro-
grams for bilingual paraprofessionals, adminarators, counselors, and
other .support personnel (Schneider, 1976). Mater stress was placed
on capacity building, or "a strategy to provide local school districts
with the human add material resources needed to operate bilingual
programs" (Molina, 1978, p. 23). Since 1974, hundreds of colleges and
universities across the country have begun preparing bilingtrl teachers,
the number of graduate programs at the master's add doctoral leVel
have multiplied, a netWork of support service centers training resource
centers, materials deVelopment centers, and dissemination and assess-
ment centers has been established to help train classroom personnel,
provide them with.need d curriculum materials, and assist them with
all aspects of implemej,tng bilingual education programs. In an effort
to help with coo n and to provide technical assistance, funds
werealloeated or de rtments of education in the states in which Title
VII programs operate, The need for research in bilingual education
,was also finally addressed; for the first time: substantial funds .were
allocated for this purpose, as well as for the establishment of a National
Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education to collect, analyze, and dissemi-
nate information about bilingual programs.

conclusion

These recent efforts in capacity building are beginning to yield
results. The expertise ale professional preparation of bilingual educa-
tion personnel have clneged greatly from the glit-feeling, common
sense approaches of the early seventies. The increasing understanding
of the comptexities of first- and second-language acquisition and theit

.6. ,./
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implications for diagnosis, placement, and treatment of studenti is
beginning to yield better instruments, instructional approaches, arid
mateiials. And the growing body of highly trained researchers special-
izing in bilingual education is beginning to provide meaningful and
responsible "studies awl evaluations and thus to counteract the effects
of incomplete and improPerly conducted attempts in the past. In
short, we've come a long way in assessing the educational needs of stu-
dents for whom English is a second language. We have an even longer
way to go.
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Certais ways of using tests as an element in allocating
educational funds are gaining substantial acceptance.

testing and funding
a policy context

joel s. berke-

The 1970s have been a timekof great change in the way America finances
its public schools, particularly at the state level (see Berke and Mosko-
witz, 1977). One aspect of this change has been a greater role for the
state in school finance, a development that has been advoCated since
the turn pf the ce,ntury, beginning with the work of Elwood Cubberly.
The stimulus in the seventies came primarily from judicial interpreta-.

tions of state constitutions; these judicial decisions required states to
change their finance mechanisms to provide greater equity, greater
equality, greater equality of opportunity, or more thorough and effi-
cient education, depending on the particular state clause-being inter-
preted. As a result, changes occurral both in the way states and local
districts raise revenues for education and in the ways they distribute
those revenues. The issue of raising revenue for education can be dealt
with briefly, at least as far as tests are concerned, because tests have
not been employed in raising revenues for education. However, the
fact ths& revenues for education vary among local districts in each state
in direct relation to the avkilas,bility of taxable property remains an
important issue. Thus the central problem on the revenue side boil;
down to how to break the link between' the availability of taxable prop.
erty and the amouniolmoney that a local community has for its schools.

-
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One approach to solving this problem auumes that all districts that
have chosen the same tax rate will receive equal funding. This outcome
may be accomplished by establishing a guaranteed tax base program,
by equalizing district power, or by employing various other technical
approaches. Most recentiv, and partly as a rtisponse to'Proposition 13,
we are finding even more interest in systems that ensure greater pares.
tal choice. Vouchers are under discussion again, and there has been
much debate about tax credits at /he federal level.

The other mkjor kind of change in school funding involves dis-
tributing revenues. `wo related issues in this regard are being addressed
at the present time in states throughout the country, as well as at the
national level. One issue is how to assure that the resources devoted to a
child's education do not vary according to where he or she happens to
live within a state. How can we break the tie on the spending side be-
tween the district a youngster lives in and how much is spent on his or "1
her education? State efforts to solve this problem have led to systems
designed to cut down on disparities in spending among districts. Some
states have attempted to bring up low-spending districts to a higher
level by enhancing the state funding guarantee level, or by increasing
the share of funding provided by the state. But there is also a second
issue on the spending side of the ledger: .how can we ensure a better
match between .a youngster's need for educational resources and the
resources provided to him or her? It is this issue that brings tests into
the picture.

testing and feaerai resource allocations

The federal government, I think, is primally responsible for
building this sort of concern into state funding systems?In the 1960s,
the focus of federal aid shifted toward equality of opportunity in an
attempt to overcome Ale disadvantages that some youngsters brought
with them when they came to school. Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Edu.cation Act is probably the most prominent effort in this
direction. This program uses the number of children in poverty as the
chief determinant ot state, local district, and school attendance area
allocations. To determine which children in a target school (a school
eligible to receive Title I funds) will actually participate, in the pro-
gram, the criterion shifts to educational need. Tests, as well as other
measures, are used to 'determine which particular pupils will benefit
most from the ,schoors Title I allOcation.

Since tilt early 1970s, however, Congressman Quie has led an
effort to move the test component of resource allocation (in other words,
the educational need component) upward in the allocation chain;
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thus, in addition to its role in program participation decisions, testing
would be used in designating target schools and in redetermining allo-
cations for the district and the state. Over the last three years, the
National Institute of Education (NW), following a mandate by Con-
gress, studied the feasibility of this approach. But it isfclear that any
determination of whether such a shift should be made is essentially a
value judgment. That is, the NIE study could deal With technical ques-
tions, it could estimate costs, and it could even run some experiments
in permitting school districts to use tests for fund allocation to schools.
It could noc, however, resolve the basic question of whether or not it
was appropriate .to shift from providing funds on the basis of the num-
ber of poor children having high educational needs, as at present, to
providing funds to meet the needs of all low-achieving children, regard-
less of their income levels. The basic intellectual determinant in the
decision to stay with the poverty criterion for Title I was the recogni-
tion that poverty brings problems of its own that deserve special educa-
tional treatment and that children living in poverty areas who are hav-
ing difficulty in school have a harder row to hoe than do middle-class
or higher socioeconomic status students who are having difficulty in
school. The decision to stay with the poverty determinant has been a
gialue decision, although political determinants have also served to pre-
vent any major changes in the Title I funding formula.

testing and state resource allocations

The 1978 Educational Amendments permit school districts, in
certain circumstances, to pick their Title I.target schools on the basis of
the proportion of children in poverty. However: although the formula
kr allocating aid among states and school districts is still geared to the
number of poor children within those jurisdictions, school districts may
now employ testi as well as poverty as criteria for selecting schools to
receive Title I funds and (Without reference to their parents' inCome

.levelt) for choosing pupils to receive compensatory services paid for
with Title I funds.

The studies conducted by the NIE showed that using tests for
the allocation of funds to states and school districts would require new
and costly test dqvelopment efforts. trk the thir,teen districts that were
prompted to use tests experimentally in identifying Title I target schools
(under a 1974 congressional mandate to 1E), no radical shifts occurred
in the clientele or in the operation of th program. The NIE studies
showed that funds appeared to be allocat d to a higher proportion of
the district's pupils when tests were lnch4ted as criteria, and, if any-
thing, the concentration of minority pu ils receiving Title I services
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increased, while income levels rose somewhat. But the trends were not
strong, and probably the major conclusion of this aspect of the Title 1
study was.that the test approach to identifying target schools was feasi-
ble within districts and caused no major program transformations (see i
National Institute of Education, 1977a and 1977b).

. At the state level, 'there has been great interest in the last fouy/
ior five years in. trying to relate fu g to educational needs. One

approach is to have, weightings in the eneral equalization formula for
distributing state aid; that is, pupils with identifiable needs, such as
the handicapped, are given additional weight. Another approach is to
have categorical aid (separate fitnding for high-need pupils) in addi-
tion to equalization aid. In bothases it is possible to ideniify pockets
of educational need through test perforniance, and some states have
adopted such mechanisms. The state of New York, for example, has an
extra weighting of .25 for every pupil scoring roughly in the bottom 23
or 24 percent of the pupils taking the Pupil Evaluation Program (PEP)
tests at designated grade levels. The test scores.are used as indicators of
need; they are used to pick out schools and districts with higher than
average educational need in order to allocate additional funds in pro-
portion to the number of high-need pupils (see Goettel, 1977). Michi-
gan has had a program for a number of years now in which compensa-
tory education funds are lik e ise distributed on the basis of test scores;
this program has been the ubject of much recent discussion (see
Murphy and Cohen, 1974). And California Irs a school improvement
act that Wes tests to identify pocket's of neeMi

Another way in which states are now using tests as,part of their
allocation approach is as an accountability measure. For example, the
New Jersey supreme court has interpreted a constitutional phrase the
provision.of a "thorough and efficient education".7 as requiring New
Jersey to set educational standards and then ensure dot local districts
meet those standards by providing appropriate educational treatment
for each youngster. Thus, tests are now being Used to determine whether
the state's responsibility to ensure each youngster a thorough and effi,-
cient education related to his or her particular need is being met. This
process has also brought about considerable controversy.

conclusion

The use of testlip allocate resources has been under investiga-
.. tion at the federal lever-since the early 1970s. Tests have been rejected

as criteria for distributing federal aid to states and school districts, but
they are used tr3 select participating pupils for Title I programs and, as
of next year, to choose target schools. In addition, regarding the reform
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of state systems of revenue distribution for public elementary and sec-
ondary schools, a number of states have sought to attain a direct mea-

, sure of educational need and have turned to testing as a way either of
identifying those areas in need of increased educational services or of
showing whether or not the funding system achieves a suitable match
between educational needs and available resources.
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Test scores and determinations of socioeconomic
stattu are used together is an effort to provide an

*equitable compensatory education program in New Jersey.

k

testing and funding:
the New Jersey experience

fred e. burke

In recent years, the emergence of several educational, social, legal,
and economic factors has created a renewed interest in educational
funding systems in which student performance on standardized testi
determines the amount of money allocated to local school districts.
One of those factors is the concern of the public and the educational
community over what they perceive as a (Wine in student test scores.
Without accurate measures of the cognitivrind affective variables that
influence student achievement, it is neither valid nor fair to put great
faith in comparisons between past and curient student performances
on standardized tests; nevertheless, some policy makers assume that

.tests can identify and define problem areas and that more money will
provide the solution to them once they are spelled out. There is an
inherent danger of oversimplificititin ngt both these counta.

A second factor contributing to the renewed interest in funding
systems has been the far-reaching movement of the late 19601 and
1970s to reform school finance. In many states, the courts have pro-
vided the impetus for this movement; they have forcediegislatures to
reexamine the fundamental moral and legal obligations of state
governments to provide public school students With a thorough and
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equitable education, Today, in contrast, we are experiencing a back-
lash against state spending in many parts of the country; a's evidenced
by California's Proposition 13, taxpayers are becoming increasingly
unwilling to shoulder growing tax burdens. In fact, tax revolt has
spread so quickly that twenty states had anti-tax referendtims on their
ballots in the last election. Chiefly to blame for ttiis phenomenon is the
public sector's failure to maintain high or even mediocre levels of
accountability for funded programs; policy makers must now search
for ways to provide both an equitable distribution of funds and a
reliable accountability standard.

The policy behind every ftnicling formula is to distribute dollars
in some equitable fashion. All too often, however, we become overly
concerned with the funding mechanism and neglect the actual purpose
for providing the funds. Therefore, we must decide rather early exactly
for whom and for what purpose the money is intended. These are para-
mount decisions both educationally and socially. For example, should
funds go to youngsters who are educationally, culturally, or socially
deprived or to children froM families with low incomes? These are the
kinds of policy decisions that underlie any method that relates funding
to test results.

dangers of test-based, funding

The concept of test-based funding has changed the definiiion
of equality from emphasizing equal opportunity to stressing equal out-
comes. In a few cases, traditional socioecoriomic funding models that
provided money to the economically deprived have been replaced by
test-based funding models; monies are now being distributed to dis-
tricts I.Vhose students perform poorly on standardized tests rather than
strictly to low-income distriCts. We must be aware of this radical change
and of the precarious position in which it places educators. We may be
offering the schools tremendous disincentives by providing payment for
poor, rather than good, student performance.

Under a program of test-based funding, the poorer the perfor-
mance, the more money a district receives which is contrary to funda-
mental educvional goals and certainly tempts people to nnipulate
test scores to gain more money. And, even worse, once funded students
manage to reach a predetermined test score, the funding is cut off.
There is a real need, partkularly among disadvantaged children, for a
continuous flow of money if we are to prevent the kind of cognitive and
academk regression that followed the withdrawal of funds from vari-
ous Head Start and.Followrough programs. Still another drawback
to reliance on test scores is the concern of many educators particu-
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larly those on the local level that scores on standardized tests may be
misused to evaluate their teaching performance without appropriate
consideration of other factors which affect the scores.

The greatest advantage and the most appealing-feature of test-
based funding is the fact that money, is channeled directly to measured
student needs. This is au alluring concept, yet we must be wary of its
innate pitfalls. Fbr example, the Minimum Basic Skills Test currently
employed in New Jersey has a narrow range of content. It focuses, as its
title implies, on measuring students' proficiency in reading and compu-
tation, the skills considered necessary for minimal functioning in our
society to4y. However, the skills considered basic today may become
obsolete in the near future. We must concein ourselves with a broader
range of programs and curriculums, particularly for helping our dis-
advantaged children. Such children may master the basic skills and not
require any additional money under a test-based funding scheme, yet
they may be socially and emotionally below society's standards and des-
perately need exposure to the socializing $nd maturing aspects of a
compensatory education proppm. Social institutions in this country
are filled with people who possess the basic skills but lack either the
ability or the desire to progress beyond the welfare or unemployment
line or, even worse, prison. *

alternative funding approacheA

Alternatives to test-based funding, such as various eqlialization
formulas, are currently used in many states. Equalization formulas are
designed to reduce disparities in per=pupil expenditures between
districts. Equalization is easy to administer, but equity is hard to
achieye. For example, we have almost equalized the local district tax
effort in New Jersey but we still cannot generate the same amount of
financial support for every pyblic school student. We allowed local
decision makers to determine where they wanted these funds to go, and,
for reasons of political expediency, educational expenditures were not
equalized. We can equalize taxing capacity but we cannot equal& the
values that are placed on'education or determine the priorities that
people place on their actual or perceived needs. In short, equalizatipn
formulas do not necessarily benefit ne dy students, regardless of haw
they are funded:

The allocation of Title I f ds is based on socioecOnomic indi-
cators such as census data, Aid to amines with Dependent Children
(AFDC) counts, parental income, and parental education. Obviously,
socioeconomic variables do not necessarily address the needs of or even
identify all students who might need compensatory education. Also,

.111
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socioeconomic data, particularly census data, are often outdated by
the time they are compiled. Nor do these indicators covnpensate for
rapid population changes or shifts, a fact that has been a ma' r issue
since the advent of declining enrollment and inter- and intr istrict
student transfers. In addition, local surveys intended to measurelkocio-

..
economic status are often difficult to develop, have questionable 40--
ability, and are sometimes an intrusion on people's privacy. The AFDC
count, which is updated annually, is an acceptable measure, but it is
still a substitute: Unfortunately, sodoeconomic indicators provide us
with information about corollary types of associations that all too often
do not accurately distinguish needy children from others. Lacking any
more useful information, we make assumptions that have to do with
parental education and parental income because they are categories
that we can measure. In this way, we ofteti confuse thepurpose with
the cause and begin to address problems (especially those of inner
cities, such as poverty) that are beyond the range of education. In
order to be effective, the Title I funding approach must be comprei
hensive, well-orga4ized, and aimed at providing long-range answers to
the problems of social, cultural, and economic deprivation. In essence,
the short-term, narrow-range funding approach can provide only
short-term, narrow results. Our society's ship will continue to sink if we
continue to plug only one of the maay holes in our hull.

learning from experience

New Jersey has a unique compensatory educatiotiofunding for-
mula. We use socioeconomic and testing uiteria to determine the
levels of compensatory aid that will be allocated to local districts.,Our
systems relies, in part, on a statewide assessment of academic achieve-
pent. This test is adminiatereci annually to Identify children whose
scores fall below a state minimum standard of performance in grades.
three, six, nine, and eleven; we can 'then estimate the scor6 of all
grade levels that were not tested. Nor'/ever; We believe that in approach
based entirely on test results would not serve, a significant number of
the children in need of compensatory educadon. A test-can Provide a
direct measure of needs, but it fitils to address tbe cauiatave factors
related to low achievement' and, therefore, might lead to neglect ,in
areas that we do not test.' We thus allocate bands on the basis of t#/o
indexes test scores and Socioeconomic status as indicated by AMC
count. In any case, our law makes the decision very clear; it states putt
funds must be addressed to those who are educationally, socially pi-

, I 1: ,turally, and economically deprived.
I believe that the system in 'New Jersey makes sensible use of

t-
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both socioeconomic in cators and test results, which enhances our
&bilks to provide, an e it*le funding .propam..,We give a lesser
weight to the test Measure han to the socioecnnomic mpasure and thus .

both minimiz the diinceitiv e. for high achievement eharacteristie of
simpler and ly test-based approaches. and. disco`urage core manip-
ulation. Mor r, we ctn be relatively up-to-date because AFDC
information is u ated annually and we test annually. Hoivever,(while
this system seems to have worked well so far, we realize that we need to
proyide an incentive to students to impkhe their scores. Some solutIons
we have cOnsidered are maintaining the same funding level over
three-year period or providing an initial .base level of funds and then
allocating additional mo,ney after Unprovement is demonstrated.

reluctant recognition

. Many New Jersey legislators are not enthusiastic about test.
based funding. One reason for this is its rising cost2When it was.begun
in 1976, the New Jersey State Compeosatory Education Program cost
$32.8 millions this year (1978), the cost is up to $68 million. This situa-
tion presents us with a dilemma. If the need for compensatory' educa-

, tion lessens, thlunds will dry up. If the need becomes greater, there
will be greae&reluctance to Atutl the program. In either case, _Isom'?
children may be left without the compensatory education they require.

Many legislators today are becoming increasingly concerned
that one third of the entire state budget is to be spent on education.
What is more: they are concerned that,, with our formulas, the deci-
lions have already been made and all they can do is vete for or agiinst
them. It is perhaps understandable that the lekslators seeking to make
the fundamental decisions want to recenter the decision-making pro-
cess. In.addition, legislators a c beco -ng increasingly sensitive to the
attitudes of offir older. citizens. s the g population becomes more
and ntbre one of people who 4o not ha ildren in public schools, we

gging to find a broadening-credibility gap and 'greaier dissatisfac
ti wit,h our political processes and the way in whictowe determine the
am unt of money available for education. Funding allocations will no
Ion r be'made by means of what we know as the 'normal democratic
pr as the problem, of semi-unlimited public programs competing
fçi nitt resources continues to grow. This is something which is going
to appen throughout the country. In New Jersey, I should add, we are
I ny Mandated to give account to the legislature on the status aid

equacy of the use of the formula in allocatinx funds.
Finally, the fegislature and state board 'of education are con-

templating the implementation of high school graduation standards

I
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that *ill inVolve testing to determine eligibility not only tor receiving
diploinas,but for femedial programs as well. Qne question I think we
have to ask ourselves idb what extent iuch an additional remedial pro-
gram is test-based and"thus will require additional funds. Where will
those funds come from and to what extent Will existing compensatory,
dollars have to be reallocated from the lower to the higher grades?
These question& have implieations for every state.

Siatewide achievement, tests were intended to-identify children
in academic.difficulty. They irovide information that is needed at the
classroom and individual sChool levels. pnforttinately, however, that
information iS all too often put to throng use. In New Jersey, for
,example, 'results of qatewide achieveMent tests are One consideration
in evaluating tenur4 -teachers. The test, results are only one of several
factors considered "in those evaluations, but their use in thiscway has
created and will create anxiety among teachers about their 'continuing

f'

employment prospects.
4

upcoming policy decisions
A

Are all these uses of state test data contpatible? is it logical, for
example, to use the state test both to evaluate schools and to diStribute
compensatory doklars to pay for the discrepancies identified by such
evaluations? In New Jersey it must- perform a district evaluation of
every school each year. Begiining next year, we will have to classify
every school as approved,Knapproved, or conditionally approved. A
critical component in this classificaiiion is how wrIl students do on tests.
In my opinion, we are asking One fess-than-perfect instrument the
standardized,test to bear too much responsibility in educational deci-
sion making. Would not too many uses of test data exert excessive
influence in the allocation of educational services?

A second set of policy questions concerni whether or not test-
based funding can or even should survive in a period of fiscal contrac-
don. How much of our educational resources should we distrible
throggh A test mechanism? What shozld be the role of the people's,rep-
resentatives in a' denilerati ystem uld they not lo the ones who
determine tiWproportion if funds that should be distributed rather

418 than leaving it to a form la? W at if the students' scorts do not
improve? What happens then?/boet this not provide extraordinary
ammunition, for the decision rhakers who ire no longer child advo-
cates? They may say that.,test scores show that dollars do not make any
difference. If and when that happens, scores will become extremely
dangerous for those of us who try to get the maximum amount bf
money into public education. There it no direct correlation between

4
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the amount of money we inyest and the scores that emerge as a conse-
quence of that investment.

Is there a lintit to the funds that are needed for a test-based
fundng mechanism? The legislators say: "Commissioner, your program
started at $30 million, and in three years you have increased it to $68
million. When is it going to stop? How do you get the children out?
You now have a program that is bigger than Title I." Since our total
available resources are glowing at a slower rate thaii are our test-based
allocations,test-based funding can only siphon away from other pro-
grama. We have already seen this beginning to happen.

At some point, we must decide whether consistently low test
results warrant new money for the same old programs or if we should
look to more radical alternatives. How, do we decide when we have
reached such a critical point? And what will happen to test-directed
funds when t scores improve, as indeed they must if our current
remedial eff s have any validity? These are thelinds of questions we
are beginning to ask and must try to answer not only in New Jersey but
throughout the United States.

I believe that increased reliance on testing in educational deci-
si'on making, particularly when tests are used for allocating fttnds, may
create difficult policy probtems...Thie approach, might inadvertently
lead to a reduction.in resources for public education. This approach
tends t6 over-formalize and over-simplify allocation decisions and,
thus, to leave out key steps in the decision process.

In New Jersey, we have found that combining test data with
measures of poverty gives us a balanced system that maintains the test-
ing component irr its proper role. Nevertheless, we realize that fundink
mechanisms must be subjected to continual scrutiny to esure that
they are achieting their purpose.

e"
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Broad qucational cOlUcquences of test-based
funding must be taktrn into account in

designing and evaluating funding plans.

.or

testing and funding,-
measurement and policy issues

v-

george f. madaus

The marriage between funding and test performance was first pro-
posed by a select committee of the Irish Parliament in 1799; sixty years
later, the match was finally arranged by Robert Lbwe. In a time of
severe strain on the exchequer brought about by the Crimean War,
and in a time of incr&sing enrollment and concern over standards,
Lowe tied the knot byformalizing the following recommendation of
the Newcastle Commission (Coulahan, 1975, p. 75):

A searching examination . should be Made , . . of every
child in every school . . . with the view to ascertaining whether
these indispensable elements of knowledge are thoroughly
acquired and to make the prospects and positions of the
teachers dependent to a considerable extent on the results of
this examination.

4;

The match became known as payment by results. For better or for
worse, it was predicated on the assumption that thert# is a positive
incentive in linkiniteachers' salaries to pupil achievement on written
and oral exaiiinationa in reacting, writing, And arithmetic, Over the
next three d ades, the compatibility of testing and funding Was

New Dingtinns,fin Toning and Missiir.m.nS I, 070 33
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severely strained and the two separated in England at the turn of
the century. Today, once again, in a time Of 'rising expenditures,
accountability, and increased concern about standards, proposals
such as that by Congressman Quie and programs such as
Michigan's Chapter Three have reunited testing and funding. Now,
however, testing is used to indicate where funds for compensatory
programs or remedial assistance should be allocated.

In order to fully understand the current relationship between
testing and funding, several considerations that are central to pres-
em proposals for test-based funding need to be recognized. These
include: the social implications of shifting the operational defini-
tion of educational disadvantage from an index of poverty to one
of' poor test performance (see Feldmesser, 1975; Kellaghan, 1977);
the numerous technical, psychometric, and adniinistrative issues
associated with implementing specific proposals (see Feldmesser,
1975; Haertel and others, 1977; Madaus and Elmore, 1973); and
related assumptions that the funds actually provide additional ser-
vices to the disadvantaged and that the schools already know how to
remedy the deficiencies that lead to low test performaner (see Airasian,
1978; Airasian, Ma#aus, and Pedulla, 197b). These considerations,
however, have been treated elsewhere and are beyond the scope of this
chapter. Here I would like to consider test-based funding more broadly.
I will argue that it is one indicator of an inexorable but unconscious
populist movement immany states toward a system of pQjie; or exter-
nal, examinations.3 will describe the mechanisms by Aich tests can
give an external agency various degrees Of control over schooling. And,
finally, I will evaluate the degree of such control that various proposals
for test-based fiinding would give to the external agency.

new support for external testing

Tests developed by an agency outside the school have com-
monly been used by governments to certify students' suecess at one
level of education and then admit them to 'either the next level or to
civil service or other careers. A system of external tests, while not
unknown in this country (witness the New York Regents Exams and the
College-Board tests), is, nevertheless, a rather alien concept that is
more Allmon to British and other European systems. As unattractive
as such a system may be to American educators, however, the public is
moving toward acceptance of testing by an agency outside the school,
according to recent opinion polls. A 1976 Gallup survey found that 65
percent of the public agreed that pupils should pass a state or national
exam in orgy to gradbote frOm high school.. In a more recent (1978)
Gallup survey, 68 percent of the general public felt that pupils should
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be promoted only if they pass an exam, and 53 percent felt that such
an exam should be prepared by either the state or the national govern-
ment. In my home state of Massachusetts, a recent poll showed that 83
percent of the public favored a basic skills ixamination as a require-
ment for high school graduation (Clark University, 1978).

At a time when testing is receiving fierce criticism from many
academics, civil rights advocates, and professional organizations, these
poll results illustrate an interesting dichotomy of attitudes. While
critics are castigating testing, taxpayers, parents, businessmen, legisla-
tors, and much of the media are demanding more testing to increase
accountability, return to "basics," ,eliminate the influence of social'
position, ensure minimal competencies, and improve standards.

,The expanding movement toward certifying minimal compe-
tency for graduation and the increase in proposals for test-based fund-
ing are two conspicuous and explicit indicators of a trend toward exter-
nal testing. Florida's minimal competeqcy tests, which would link high
school graduation to-state-level tests, are a clear example of the former
(Haney and Madaus, 1978; Madaus and Airasian, 1977). The Quie bill
and legislation in Michigan and more recently in Connecticut are pro-
posals for test-based funding. These proposals involve external testing
programs because of the need for comparable test data at the state or
district level when funds are allocated for 'remedial assistance.

While the movement supporting external testing programs has
been pressing forw.ard relentlessly in the states, it appears to be dead itt
the federal level. The National Institute of Education (NIE) is on record
as being opposed to both national minimal competency tests (Graham,
1978) and federal test-based funding (National Institute of Education,
1977). The reasons for this are not primarily technical or practical,
althoug tpl there are many .interesting and complex administrative and
methodol cal problems in4crent in test-based funding (see Harnisch-
feger and Wiley, 1977a, 19.77b; Madaus and Elmore, 1973); the ream
sons are fundamentally political. Powerful educational lobbies have
opposed both plans because they correctly perceived that such testing
programs could draml(tically shift control of the curriculum to the fed-
eral level. The same attument, of course, holds true at the state level!i
but there_prolments of test-based funding and minimal competency..
program hav't been much more suCcessful.

the power of proficiency exams

When results of external exams are the seole or even a partial
determiner of future educational or life choice's, or when they are used
as a means to prvide positive incentive.in a substantial funding tcheme,
they influence what is taught, how it is taught:' what pupils study, and
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how they study (see Madaus and Airaiian, 1977; Madaus,. Kellaghan,
and Airasian,. '1971; Madaus and Macnamara, 1970; Srinivasan,
1971). Thtspechanismifor such control involves the need to agree on a
set of objectives that transcend district boundaries. This In itself is a
sticky point for many since these Objectives, although perhaps mini-
mal, Might, in fact constitute a.-tational, or more likely a state-level,
syllabus. -However, it is the test that measures this syllabus and that is
used to monitor, certify, or allocate funds that iii the linchpin of the
control meiihanism. Control oVer the curriculum, teaching, and learn-
ing is mediated through a process that Europeans call the "tradition of
'past exams." In most external exam programs the College Board's
exams and Florida's minimal competency program are notable excep-

..tions the tests move 'diiectly- into the public domain once they are
administered; over a period of time, teachers, pupils, and parents
learn to infer.from the tests what is important. In reality, the tradition
of thtse tests defines the important objectives of the schools. It is this
tradition that gives the testing agency the potential for enormous con-
trol over the curriculum and, consequently, over the teaching and
learning process.

Such ebntrol is a double-edged sword. On the positive side, well-
defined ahd valid performance Measures have been powerful forces for
redirecting teaching and effecting curricular change (see Bloom, 1950;
Commission on Mathematics, 1959; Morris, 1969). Given our present
emphasis on 4 return to basics, or mastering.minimal competencies,
this could be an important benefit. On the negative side, however,
most studies have found that curriculum, instruction, and learning
regress to the tradition of the tbsts; the proportion of instructional and
study time spent on various elements of the curriculum is seldom
higher than the predicted likelihood' of their occurrence.on the exam
(see Madaus and Macnarfiala, 1970; Norwood lOport, 1943; Spaulding,
1938; Srinivasan, 1971).-Further, the Irish Interviediate Board of Edu-
cation (1971), during the payment by results era, articulated a now
familiar, complaint when it deplored interschool comparisons "that
forced schools into competition With one another 4 competition
which is naturally injurious to the best interests of secondary
education" (pp. xi, xii)' Presenproposals and programs for test-based
funding or for certifying minimal competencies using norm-or crittrion-
referenced tests certainly permit and encourage interstate or inter-
district comparisons (Madaus and Elinore, 1973).

options for test-based funding

The amount of money available and the May it is allocated
determine the extent of control exercised .by the external agency
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through its tests. In the nineteenth century, when test results were a
key-tlement in fixing a teacher's salary, the effects on all parties
were devastatingly negative (Herbert, 1889; Holmes, 1911). Exacer-
bating the situation was the fact that the tests used by the school
inspectors changed very little from year to year. Matthew Arnold
(1899, p. 136) then one of the school inspectors, cynically described
the payment by results system as a "game of mechanical con-
trivance in which the teachers will and must, more and more, learn
how to beat us." Rather than teaching for the test, teachers were
eventually able to teach the test itself to cAm their pupils with
the answers to perennial qutstiots.

In the recent past, we have seen tht emergence of perfor:,
Mance contracting, a close relative of payment by results. In both
cases, money was linked to test gains. In performance contracting,
the contracter receives payment; in payment by result the teacher
receives payment. Like its ancestor, performance contracting often
substitutes cramming for learning. To my knowledge, there has
never been an attempt to link substantial financial incentives to a-
?tea) test each year based on a stable but well-defined domain of
minimal objectives. If such a system were attempted, the tradition of
the tests would soon becorne a poWerful force in the schools. One could
predict that, after a fewtiyears, the distribution of' those passing the
tests would stabilise at a very high percentage. If we are talking about
basic or minimal skills, some may argue that this is exactly the distribu;
tion we want. But there is a tradeoff. Givien our testing history, the
multiple-choice format might be expected to quickly and uncritically
dominate the external test and thus might, unfortunately, influence
the kind of teaching and learning that takes place.

An alternative to a positive incentive, test gain funding plan is
One that links funding levels for remedial assistance programs to low
test performance. This is still an external testigg program, but it js one
whose effects on the curriculum -and on teadiittg and learning should
be slightso long as safeguards are built in to discourage schools"froin
implicitly or explicitly taking steps to depress scores on which funds are
allocated (see Feldmesser, 1975; Harnischfeger and Wiley, 1977b) and
so long as the continuation of funding is not linked to test score gains.
This describes the current situation in Michigan. However, if contin-
uation funding is reduc'ed when pupils make testgains, as tinder Quie's
plan, a strong negative incentive is introduced. To avoid such a nega-
tive incentive, the Michigan Chapter Three legislation originally set up
a two-tiered testing program that tested initially to allocate funds for
low-scoring pupils/and then again to link continuation funding to suc-
cessful test performance. Districts 'would recetiit full allocation the
following year for elicit low-scoring pupil who achieved 75 percent of
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agreed-on objectives and a proportionate amount for partial gains.
This use of test results for continuation funding caused consideratle,',
controversy. It was perceived not as an incentive but as a penalty
a device that would be used to single out teachers with pupil failures
(Murphy and Cohen, 1974). Consequently, this continuation funding
component of Chapter Three has never been implemented. If it had
been, it is likely that the tests eventually would have influenced teach-
ing and learning in Michigan schools.

MoSher (1973) suggests an interesting use of a two-tiered system
of test-based funding. He feels that commercial norm-referenced
achievement tests 4re the most suitable devices for initially allocating
funds for remedial assistance programs. He suggests, however, that a
different type of achievement test is best for evaluating the effective-
ness of these programs or for making decisions about continuation
funding. It can be argued that, for a number of reasons, norm-
referenced achievement tests toend to measure general ability rather
than school-specific achievement. Such achievement tests correlate as
highly with so-called intelligence or verbal ability tests as they do with
one aother, and they also correlate highly with home background
(Coteii1 and others, 1966). Thus', they afford a realistic index of the
ctifficul the school will have in teaching low-scoring pupils. However,
becaus of their psychometric properties and the collusive effect of
home and school on the traits they measure, these general achievement

4
tests are hot particularly sensitive instruments for assessing changes in
the school's effectiveness in reaching specific instructional objectives.
Thus, Mosher (1973) argues that they should not be used to evaluate
the effectiveness of programs. Instead, he suggests that tests geared
specifically to programs' instructional objectives be employed.

The effects of using such objective-referenced tests to evaluate
programs should be benignif the funding level determined by the
norm-teferenced achievement/abilty tests is not affected by the out-

.

come of the evaluation. However, if continuation funding is tied to
gains on a test referenced to a set of common statewide objectives, then
-the potential impact of that test could be great indeed.. Thus,- I should
like to suggest a variation on Mosher's plan. Like Mosher, I would first
allocate funds on the basis of a general norm-referenced achievement/
ability test. The state could require districts to modify their programs
on the basis of subsequent evaluation results but could not use those
results to reduce the initial funding level. However, a bonuspight be
paid' to districts for every economically disackvantaged pupil whose
scores reach.some agreed-on standard on a test geared to a set of com-
petencies for a particular grade. Safeguards would need to be built into
the program to avoid tht segregation of these bonus eligible students,
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to keep them from being shortchanged in other aspects of the curricu-
lum, and to guaril against accepting minimums ak the norm. Such a
plan might capitalize on one positive impact of external exams the
structuring and focusing of instruction for the students the schools
have 44 the least success in reaching: the economically disadvantaged.

are we ready for government testing?

Whether or not compensatory funds should be allocated on the
basis of test scores comes down to clecidMg whether or not our society is
willing to accept a federal (or more likely a state-level) external testing
system. The acceptance of such a program wohld alter the present sys-
tern of American testing. Instead of a system in which local districts use.

;privately developed tests in traditional ways (which I feel have minimal
impact on the schooling process) we would move to a system in which
tests used by the state May have a profound influence on the curricu-
lum, as well as on instruction And learning. The effect on ttie balance
of power between the local district and the state would be a direct
function of the rewards or sanctidns associated with the use of the
external tests.

Can a system of test-based funding be built that could alter the
present balance? Absolutely! Should we then move in this direction?
That is not primarily a measurement question, although .there are
measurement issues involved; it is a question of values, politics, power,3
and control. Whatever society decides, we must beaware that a system
of external testing linked to funding involves a delicate balance; it is
not a marriage made in heaven.
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High school graduation should mean that the
school has provided a suitable program of

learning activities and that the student
as attained defined levels of performance.,

tests and diplomas:
certifying high school

education

mark r. shedd

Tests and diplomas are the subject of considerable discussion these
days both inside and outside of education circles. Their purpose, in
many minds, is to certify or yalidate education. Frankly, I think we
could benefit from a careful look at. both..

. The high school diploma has" long been a symbol of stude'nt
atcomplishment, representing the sum total of personal and academic
achievement. But recently it has taken on new significance. Now it is
expected to certify iot only individual attainment but also the success
of the schools in providing quality e4ucation. This is a subtle but
important shift in emphasis. As a meChanism for public accountabil-
ity, the diploma must have more than personal, individual signal,
cance; it must have universal validity, And that, in turn, requiresmea-
surable standards for earning a diploma. 4

This shift in expetations has produced tremendous pressure to
move in the direction of standardised tOsts, as well as raging contro-
versy, over the subject. Supporters of minimum competency testing
point to illiterate graduates, fruatrated.parents and employers, soCial
rather' than competency-based womotions, and the like as reaions for
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using minimal performance tests as standards for high school
goaduation. But opponents argue that such tests prove little,
educate not at alk, and can be seriously misused. Minimum expec-
tations for schoolsthey fear, will soon become maximum expecta-
tions for students.

While my own bias is with tliose opposed to such testing, I
believe that both sides are correct at leas* insofar as their facts
are concerned. There are serious problems afflicting the schools, and
they demand our immediate attention. However, testing is a simplistic
reaction to a complex set of problems that demands a more thoughtful
response.

accountability in education

The fundamental issue here is accountability. That very
popular word represents one of the most basic foundations of our
democratic society: the ability of the people to demand that their
public institutions account for the quality of their work. This is per-
haps particularly true for our .educational institutions. Because we
Americans value our schools enormously, we expect a great deal from
them and we spend a great deal on them; we therefore have every right
to demand accountability from tlf institutions we support.

But what exactly do we expect? Despite arguments that the
schools havs tried to take on too much, there are broad areas of agree-
mentalioin the purposes of education. In general, we want the schools
to help our children learn to communicate and compute, to become
capable of making a living, and to be good parents and neighbors, as
well as wise consumers and voters. Schools should help children form
and express opinions, make judgments, solve problems, be creative,
and enjoy their own lives and the world around them. To borrow from
other writers and educators, we wanfour schools to enable children to:
find pleasure in the exercise of their minds, to help them realize their
potentialities, to educale themselves throughout their lives.

We demand a great deal. And we are deeply concerned about
the quality of education in America. The latest Gallup poll tells us that
two thirds of the American pu,blic believes the quality of education 'is
declining. And, while I continue to argue that schools today do a bet-
ter job of educating more youngsters than ever before, I recognize that
there are students who are not learning; there are teachers who are not
teaching; "and, therefore, studentsi parents, and taxpayers are being
cheated' by the schools.

Clearly, we face a difficult dilemma: we must spend our energy
addressing the public concern about the quality of our education while

67,
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at the same time *tempting to analyze and resolve the problems
involved. The crux of the matter is that education is hard, if not impos-

.sible, to quantify. That livit galling 'realization for thiPstate legisla-
tor whose constituents demand that something be done about the
quality of education. It is frustrating for a reporter seeking a neat
definition of a "successful" public school. And it leaves no recourse for
a parent whq suspects that iI1 child is not bei9g educated. So we
attempt to "measure" education With competency and proficiency
tests. And so great is the pressure for accountability that thirty-three
states now use some form of standardized testing and every other state
is considering it.

While apparently logical to many people, the testing response
has many flaws. It is a simplistic approach that igno s the drawbacks
of proficiency and competency tests: they are limi instruments mea-

, suring limited numbers of things; they 4re alwa lased in somel way;
and they can identify problems but not ca 3 or solutions. It alto
ignores the potential for misuse of proficiency tests. If used to deny
promotiou or graduation a practice that has never been proven to
benefit students tests have the effect of blaming students for schools'
failures. Such tests are equally unsuitable for use as the'sole judge, of a
school's success. I am deeply disturbed by the growing tendency to
compare one school with another only on the basis of standardized test
scores. That "bottom line" approach is a meaningless device of the bus-
iness world that fair to students, schools, and the pubric that
believes it to be There are, of course, many valid uses of tests;

_

these range from diagnosis of individual learning problems to the eval-
uation of whole prorams over time. Furthermore, tests should play an
important role in the Overall accountability process. But tests are inap-
propriate as the ultimate measure of education; no test has been
proven to accurately predict success in adult life.

an alternative to testing

The demand for accountability from students, parents, and
taxpayers is legitimate and, practically speaking, too powerful to
ignore: We must aevise some valid way of certifying that an acceptable
process of education occurs between the first and twelfth grades. One
reasonable alternative to testink is taking shape in Connecticut. This
alternative is not the perfect solution to education's problems; nor is it
entirely indeOeiflient of the testing approach. With its establishment,
this year of a statewide proficiency egam and with its proposal last year
of a statewide comphen,cy-based test for granting high school diplo-
mas, Connectkut hopped'on the testing bandwagon, too.,-But there is

,,,
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some important restraint in shis testing program: Connecticut is easing
4 into a comprehensive prOgram of accountability that includes testing

but is not limited to it.
The proficiency anetcompetency tests lihave jat mentioned are

important components of the accountabilita program and w'arrant
some explanation. The proposed- competency-based high school
diploma test is the more controveriial of the two, because even though
it is an optional program, 'airned.mostly at out-of-school Youth, it does
establish statewide criteria for a higb school diploma.

Like A-lost stptes,' Connecticlkt has had a state testing program
for high school equivalent), for.years. Limited to those oVer age twenty,
this' test gives adults the opportunity tO learn a high school dploma. 4,

However, a year ago a.study group, established under Connecticut's
' Master Plan for Vocational and Career Education, re'Onimended that

# a measure of "Competency"' or applied skills be added.to the %test; the
group believed that the high school diploma should reflect such com-
petency as well as a onstrated academic profkiettcy. The proposal
via% aimed chiefly at oung. men and women man}, of them drop-
outs between the a of sateen-and twenty whamight not otherwise
have Theopportunity earn,a diploma: The study group also proposed
lowering the eligibir y age for the test, thereby ,permitting some
students to graduateiarly.

A source of controversy because of that "early \exit" provision,
the -proposal awaits futther actiOn and 'funding frqm the General
"Assembly. However, there are a number of featuresdetails that do not
make headlinesof the proposed Lest which, would make it an' impor-.

tant part of the overall accountability process. (This is a very impor-
tant option 'for some young people who may not have the choke of
staying in school for the lastyear,or.two. For them., 'the opportunity to
earn a high school diplqtria and the earning power that goes with it are
essential.) Our proposai:would ,allOw students to ,6test out" of school
only with parental permission, arid then only after intensive counsel-

: ing: Students who Had dropped ont of School were also to be given
counseling and encouraged- io return to class to earn a diploma.

At the time that it was asked to act on this proposal, the Con-
ne cut Genetal Assembly was preoccupied with measures. for profi,
cien testing.' Since then Coonectieut, has joined the mainstream in
passin proficiency testing bill, although with some restraint. For one
thing, th bill is called the Vilication kvaluation and Remedial Astis-
time Ac ,and it just that: it is based on evaluation and
remedial a rice, ndt -competency tests and not requirethents for
.promotion or f graduation, It will not he the ultimate arbiter of stu-

pts sums* artY The tres.ils intended totevaluate student profi-
enirY hasic academic skils and to assign remedial, assistance where
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'needed. Furthermore, it is not just one test. The act requires local. dis-..

tricts to test students at three grade levels between the first and 'eighth
grades, and it calls for a fourth test to be 'administered by ihe state to
all riint,h graders. The choice of grades is intended to provide ample
time to correct problems indicated by the tests. The law also requires
each district to plan a co rehensive testing program before adminis-
tering it,gind it assigns stat money for remedial efforts..
.i, As state tests go, this is not a bad model for' an accountability,

.

device. It is aimed primarily at schools' not students and its chief
purpose is to provide' aid nbt _labels. -..furi,students. .Furthermore, it
steers Mear of the testing-forliromotion trap,, BuG it is not a perfect
solution. I would prefer to see the S'tatewide trot administered at both
grades four and eight rather than grade nine, thus allowing more time
for remedial help. And I am still deetily concerned about the possible
misuse of test results. After our experiences with SAT scores, I cannot
believe that this will not be a problem. Realtors will find the scores
helpful in identifying "goody school systemc parents and taxpayers will
use them to compare students, schools, districts, and teachers. And,
while I know such use is distorted, unfair, and unhelpful, I also know it
is unavoidable particularly since state money wilf be allotted io towns
on the basis of the number of students who fail these tests. In develop-
ing iegulations for the law, we will be working to minimize this prob-
lem as much as possible.

4.The most encouraging aspect of this testing legislation is that it
..

is regarded in I broad context of accountability, By and large, neither
the legislature nor the public assumes the test to be the sole answer to
thraccountability issue. This is primarily beca Connecticut is deal,
ing uiJi a larger issue at the moment the st te upreme court ruling
in lioq n v. Meskill that Connecticut's system financing Schools is

'unconstitutional. Like California, New Jersey, and other states, Cob-
necticut is -thus faced with the prospect of redesigning. not only the
financing of educationlbut the structure of that education as well.

examkni4 "suitable" education

Our statutes not only demand 'equal opportunity for all stu-
dents and a reasonable level of (unding; they also require that opportu-
,nity be provided each student for something called a "suitable program
of educational experiences," which, to date, has never keen officially
defined. In order to shape an equitable finance system, inecarne clear
very early th4k.we would have to define a "suitable" education as well.
That process is not, yet complete, although a final proposal is now

cum prepared for review 4 the school finance advisory panel, the
tate board of education, slid the Genera/. Assembly. . Nonethelpss,

e
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after months of discussion, debate, criticism, and advice,. a consensui
has emerged that gives shape to a definition of- suitable edUcation. So
far, we have successfully resisted the urge underlying the com4Petency
movement to quintify "suitable" in terms of a specified list of pro.:
grams or student requirementS. There will be no state curriculum or
state graduation requiremerlts and that represents more than just a
deferral to New Engiand's penchant for local autonomy. It reflects an
understanding of the:education process as one that must be Flexible,
responsive, and individualized, not merely convenient for adults.

Connecticut's "suitable". education program is shaping up as a
series of guarantees to students of appropriate.opportunities for their
education. The guarantees.will also assure parents and taxpayers of the
accountability they demand for school performance. Among the ele-
ments of a suitable education program arc various state and local goals
and objectives; minimum curricular *rings; minimum funding;
appropriate staffing, eqUipment, and supplies; adequate systems for
managing, evaluating, and improving .school prokrams; and, finally,
an effective evaluation and reporting system including thc variotittest-
Mg programs mentioned earlier. In addition, the key to the process is A
renwdial program to be enforced by the stateilen a scho0 systern,
taken as a whole, fails to provide a program that meetsthese criteria of
suitability.

So.what does this definition of suitable education have to do
with diplomas and nigh 4school graduation? I believe that requiring
accountability for the outlined elements of a stiitable program i§ the
beSt way to certify high school completion. There are four major exit
requirements that I believe must be met for each student; the responsi-
bility for these falls predominantly on the school:

Iht; school must certify that each student has had equitl
accAs to a quality' education throughout his or her twelve years of
schooling. Every child must be guaranteed protection from discrimina-
tion that prevents hlrn from receiving the education he requires.

The school syStein must have provided each student with a
broad range of learning .opportunities in both basic and applied
skills that will enable him or her to function successfully now and in
future life.

3. The system must have helped its students along'the way to
reach their tull potential. No school system can force a child..to learn;
but every school system is responsible for aiding and encouraging the
child. That means using our vast wealth of knowledge about learning
to identify children's talents, abilities, and 44(erests, to uncover learn-
ing problems, and to solve them. It is here that tests of Many varieties '
may play an iinportant rolet:

4. Finally, there must be clear expectations of wh4t students

I1
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should accomplish. The schools are responsible for establishing such
expectations; the students 4re responsible for meeting them. The high
school diploma should continue to be a personal statement of accom-
plishment representing participation in csrtain activities and'sufficient
achievement in basic academic -skills. Ideally, those expectations
should be established on an individual student basis. At the very least,
they should be decided by the local school system and the local com-
munity. They should not be aet at the state level. Students, parents,
and educators should all agree on the value and significance of the
high sChool c4loma and the qualifications for earning it. .

' conclgsion
, .

Many would like to see high school education defined by a sin-
gle standard, a neat listing of the accomplishments that all graduating
;tudents will have, efficiently identified by a single test score. However;
I cannot agree. I like to think, as GeOrge Bernard Shaw did, that edu-
'cation is "the child ifipursuit of knowledge, and not knowledge in pur-
suit of the child" (Peter', 1978, p. 173). I cannot and will not believe
that the ultiMate goal of education is achieving a minimum score on a
single test. We want everyone to go beyond minimum level. We want
each child to reach his or,her maximum potential. And each child is
different; there is no test that measures that difference effectively.

- But there is no need to "c4 out" on the accountability issue. I
propose, instead, a dual-accountability. First, we must hold the schooh
firrnly accountable for opportonities for learning. They must guaran-
tee each sttident the instruction, evaluation, and special assistance he
or she requires. Only in this way can we effectively certify the success of

' schools. And I believe that if we take care of the first part th.en the sec-
ond pit,rt the certification ofiktudents will take care of itself. This
does not, however, relieve the'students of responsibility; they should be
held accountable for their own performances. The Students should be
fully avnire of what is expected -of them, and the diploma should be
their rewardfor meeting those expectations. Legally and morally, we
owe Mydcnts the opportunity to learn. But we also owe them what they
owç/tiemsclves: an expectation of the excellence of whicb each of them
is capable.

ee
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Programs for deteiMining plaameht in remedial
instruction verifying competence in rea4ing and writing

shills, and evaluating itutructional programs illustrate
how testing can influence the awarding of college degrees.

testing eind the
college- degree

r. robert rentZ

It is not my intention in this chapter.to answer the question of whether
or not testing should be involved in awarding college degrees. That
qtestion is quite compelling, but, unfortunately, I do not know the
answer. A much less compelling question, but one that is much more
manageable, is: How can testing influence who is Awarded the college
degree? Testing has, of course, always been used by those concerned
with awarding college degrees. Probably more tests are administered in
college classrooms during the first months of the fall term than are,
administered over several years by the College Board and the Ameri-
can College Testing prografin combined, and improvementi could cer-
tent,- be made in many of those classroom tests. However, my concern
is nrit with the testing program that originates with individual profes-
sors or even with the faculties in specific departments; rather, I ain
concerned wiih the kind of testing that receives its major impetus from
outside the faculty suggested, mandated, or legislated by adminis-,
trators, governing boards, or state legislatures and that is used to
assess minimum competency for granting diplomas. Numerous exam-
ples of thise externOly mandated testing programs may be cited. At
the state level,' for instance, are the Georgia 31-ogram that I will
describe shortly, and the program required by thie recent Florida law

Now Ditections for Tortiv and hkenormint, 1, IMP 71
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that calls for the administration of entrance and exit exams for teacherjeducation candida/es. Other programs are unique to individual higher
education institu ons. There is generally sukstantial faculty involve-
ment in their development and implementation of such prograins, but

'fhe impetus for them comes from outside the faculty.
I think the primary motivation behind the development of these.'

testing programs is the popular belief that college graduates are simply
pot as welt educated as they should be. While there is little direct evi-.
dence of the performance levels of today's college graduates, there it;
much popular commex Anecdotes abound about the graduate who
cannot write 1.?tIters of application, memoranda, or even simple sen-
tences. There ate other stories about sixth grade teachers w o cannot
read at the level ottheir own students. It is difficult for Wizens to
believe that four years of college experience will trant or a freshni n
class, over a quarter of whose mbers mulitakesremedial English and
math, into a group of graduat that can nction * a level expected
of college graduates. Factors uch ,as the necessity forininimum corn-

W

petency testing of high school graduates and gcnerally declining Scho-
lastic Aptitqde Test (SAT) scores tend to erode the base of confidence
irtithe abijAy of the entering college student. Thus, in the absence of
evkdence to the contrary, the notion that the college graduate is some-

_ ,..
hay educationally deficient persists. N

! In 1972, partly as, a response to this general Ameasiness:and
_

partly tO gather information for program improvement, the unfversity
systein of Georgia began a testing program designedto assess the read-
ing and writing sitills of college students during their sophomore year.
The Georgia system, composed of thirty-three state-supported junior
colleges, senior colleges. and universities; quickly discovered that some
25 to 30 percent of its students could not achieve the minimal levels of
perforthance expected of them in the two seated areas. These findings
were partly responsible for -the establishment of a formal statewide
remedial progrirn in all institutions, accompanied by extensive place.
ment testing of incoming freshmen. At the same time, to holp individ-
ual departmeMs evaluate'their programs, the university system inau-
gurated major area examinations to be given to bachelor's degree son-
didates at their exit point. Hills (1977, p. 9) calls these entrance and
exit testing activities "a very extensive and elaborately coordinated pro-
gram of testing. No other state has anything quite like it."

. The Oeorgia programs offer illustrations of several functions
that testing i:an perform in awarding the bkhelor's degree. In the
remainder Ofithis chapter, I will focus on three of these functions:
placertient, certification, and program evaluation.
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testing for.studeRt placement

Testing has been used for lection in college admissio-ns for
many years. Test scores, aldng with 1igh achool grades and other infor-
mation, have assisted college admissions officials in making decisions
abbut who would be adiriitted. When the number 'of applicants far
exceeded the available space, high selectivity was the general practice
followed .by 111.011t institutions. In recent years, however, the opposite
has been true; generilly, there has been more space than applicants,
and the pressure to maintain enrollment levels has necessitated less
reliance on previously used selection criteria. As the ratio of space to
applicants has changed in favor of the applicants, the type of admis-
sions decision that must be made has also changed: selection decisions
have become placement decisimiiiSelection means deciding whether
or not to admit particular students, whereas placement involvs deter- \
mining which level of instruction Pr type of _program is best suited to
individual applicanti. A rather comprehensive explication of place- .

ment options has been provided by Willingham (1974), who empha-
%izes accommtxlating individual student differences by matching stu-
dents with approprilite educational programs. Placement decisions

. typically involve such options as rxemption from particular courses,
advanced placement, or the use of remedial programs. This last option
becofies.increasingly prominent as more of the less-qualified appli-
cants are adaitted.

Placement ib remedial programs in Georgia colleges involves a
..two-stage decision that uses test information. All applicants for each of
the thirty-three institutions in the university system arc required to
submit SAT stores. Students with a combined verbal and math score of
less than 450 (on a scale of 400 to )600) are required to be further
:tested with # set of tests called the Basic Skills Examination. Students
who score below an institution's cut-off point on any of the three parts
of the Basic Skills Examination math, English, or reading must
enter that infititution's formal remedial program in those areas in
which they are deficient. Before exiting, the students in the remedial
program must again take .ana pass the part or parts of the Basic Skills
Examination tipt they previously failed. Students arc allowed up to
one year to complete tbese requirements. Those who begin but never
complete the remedial programs and still enter the regular college pro,

'gram will never rveive degrees. Thus, in this sense, passing the. Basic
Skills Examination becomes a requirement in itself for obtaining a
degree.

ihile this dim of the Basic Skills Examinatipn involves the func--"
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tion I have chosen to call certificatiOn, it suggests certain characteris-
tics of tests of this sort that should be mentioned here. Using the Basic
Skills Examination for both placement and certification at thirty-three
institutions throughout the state puts a severe strain on both test secur-
ity and, to some extent, the credibility of the certification process.
Such a problem can only be solved by issuing riew test forms at fairly
frequent intervals. In fact, the requirement for multiple, equated test
forms issued on a regular basis is necessary f the successful imple-
mentation of most certification examinations, nCluding those in the
minimum competency testing movement. In rgia, we have dealt
with the multiple.forms problem by abandonin traditional test devel-
opment procedures, as well as the purchase off-the-shelf tests, in
favor of an item bank approach and the use o tent trait methodol-
ogf. The Basic Skills Exams arc developed loca on the basis of the
Rasch model. Rasch model procedures provide simplC and efficient
solutions to the problems of equating test forms, and they offer the
benefits of an item sampling approach to the item analysis task (see
Rentz, 1978).

testing for certification

The clearest example of Georgia's use of tests for certification is
the Regents' Testing Program, which assesses the reading and writing
skills.Of students during their sophdmoreyear, Passing this test is
required for graduation with either an assaate or bachelor's degree.
The policy of the board of regents of the university system, adopted
in 1972, contains the following statements (Board of Regents, 1972,
pp. 554-555):

It is the responsibility of each institution of the University Sys-
tem of Georgia to assure the other institutions, and the system
as a whole, that students obtaining a degree from that institu-
tion possess the basic competence of academic literacy, that is,
certain minimum skills of reading and writing. . . . Students
enrolled in degree progr ill be required to take and pass
the test. . . . Passing the' t a requirement for graduation.

The battery of tests used in the Regents' Testing Program is
called the Language Skills Examination. These tests are given four
times a year to about 30,000 students. Students are permitted to take
the tests as many times as desired, subject to, any required remediation
policy of the local institution. (Board policy require; the local insti-
tution tO provide It remedial program for those failing the test, and it
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permits the institution to require the student's participation.) The tests
in the Language Skills Examination are locally developed. The reading
test is a conventional multiple-choice comprehension and vocabulary
test, but the writing test is an actual written essay.

The content of these tests is determined, by representatives of
4the faculties; their aim is to define a minimum level of perfornnce
that can reasonably be expected of a graduate regardless of the institu-
tion attended. .In such a large and diverse student population, what
proficiencies can be certified and how? Insofar as content is concerned,
there are four options: (1) certification on a course-by-course basis; the
process currently in common use, in which each professor assesses stu-
dents' competence by assigning grades; (2) certification of students' com-
petence in their major areas of study, an option in widespread use but
usually operated by recognized groups outside the college (examples
include state teacher certification boards and otheryrofessional licens-
ing and certification boards); (3) certification based on a core curricu'-
lum a common body of content that each student is expected to mas-

t ter and that is very difficult to define; and (4) certification of basic
skills, the solution illustrated by Georgia's Regents' 4-esting Program.

testing for prograt evaluation

The Regents' Testing Program also serves a program evaluation
function. The percentage of students who have passed the Language
Skills Examination in each institution in the Georgia system is reported
regulaily. The results vary widely among school*, which, over the
years. has resulted in extensive studies of lower-division programs,
particularly English composition. Program evaluation is not its major
thrust, although the Regentii" Testing Program can lead to changes in
programs; the impact its results have had on curricular programs has
created mixed feelings about its overall effectiveness.

The Major Area Examinations, sometimes called senior exit
exams, represent a testing activity in the Georgia system that can be
readily identified with evaluation. These exams are selected, aahinis-
ten0. and reviewed by the local institution. 'Each department selects or
devises its own exam, but the tests used most frequently are the
adva\nced tests of the Graduate Record Examinations. Each4raduat-
ing sior must take -a Major Area Examination; psychology majors
take aosychology exam, biology majors a biology exam, and so on.
Howe+. there are no passing requirements; the results are used by
each aCademic department as part of a review of its academic pro-
gram. Since this particular testing programis relatively new, its useful-
ness is yet to be determined.
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Considerable. testing takes place in the Georgia'system, and one
thing is clear: testing infltiences curriculum. It would require cOnsider-
ably more space to describe all the various ways in which these testing
programstve influenced the higher education system in the state, but
J. will men on a few related to the Regents' Testing Program. Course
content has changed. NeW courses have been added. More essay tests
are given and more in-class writing is done in other courses besides
English. And faculty are increasingly conscious of . and concerned
about their responsibilities to students in teaching basic skills.

The reactions to these trends have been both positive and nega-
. tive. One junior college dean writes, "I believe the Regents' Test has
done more than any other single device- to improve the quality of
higher education in this state" (Austin, 1978). Yet the head of an
English department (Corse, 1978) declared:

However, because we now are devoting our best efforts to get-
ting the largest number of students past the essay exam as possi-
ble, we are teaching to the exam, with an entire course, English
111, given over to developing one type of essay writing, the
writing of a five-paragraph argumentative essay written under a

, time limit on a topic about which the author may or may not
have knowledge, ideas, or personal opinions. Teaching this one
useful writing .skill has the beneficial effect of bringing large
numbers of weaker students to a minimal level of literacy; but,
at the same time, it devastates the content of the composition
program that should be offering the better student challenges
to produce writing of high quality. Because the Regents' Test
primarilY designed to establish a minimal level of literacy, qr
teaching to this test, which its importance forces us to do, teJids
to make the minimum acceptable competency the goal o our
instruction, a circumstance that guarantees mediocrity.

i .

conclusion
,

In this,chapter, I have approached the issue of how testin
be used as a determinant in awardingsollege degrees by describing sev-
eral testing programs in the university system of Georgia: These pro-
grams illustrate three functions testing can perform placement, certi-
fication, and eValuation. In some ways, these functions influence the'.
individual directly; in others, students are influenced by program
changes brought about by the testing. M we have seen, testing can be a
powerful agent for change. If we are ow facing an era of more wide-
spread use of tests for determining igibifity for college degrees, then, ,,
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collegesimust be aware of the impact such testing is likely to have on
their campuses.
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Decisions on what hads of interventions to to
evaluate and what hinds of data to collect are

needed for wise use of evalUation resources.

critical_degisions in
evaluation studies

peter h. rossi

The human services field presenily seems to have climbed onto a pla-
teau, and it appears able to gain additional altitude in small incre.
ments only by expending considerable additional amounts of effort
and resources. Public and health care efforts have lowered the death
rate close to its asymptotic minimum and detreased its variance due to
social class, ethnicity, race, and place of residence. Further reductions
n mortality are going to be difficult to achieve, will require very Wavy
expenditures, and may increase undesirable side effects. Similarly, we
have gone about as far as we can go with our criminal justice system in
working to keep crime iitnder control. Further-progress may take more
effort than we can afford. In education, compulsory school attendance
Until ages sixteen to eighteen plus the availability of state-supported
colleges and universities have brought our country a long way on the
road.to universal literacy. But ironing out the variations in educational
attainment and intellectual functioning that currently existgis clearly a
difficult task. In short, the easy prolilems in all these fields have been
met fairly well; the difficult ones still lie ahead. Indeed, the more prob-
lems we Solve, the more difficult are the dilemmas that still reniain.

Corollary to this *eralization is the (act that in field after field
new interventions we might devise are not going to have spectaculor

Now Ditectiow for Mang:and Monovment, 1, 1979
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effects:ow are most likely to consider changes that amount to little
more tha irdkeng with existing systems. White their inventors and
advocates_ iaytout such changes as fundamental alterations in our
human services, t ey most likely will turn out to be small variations on
txisting themes. For example, the mau-produced texibook was a
fundamentally important innovation, one that lies 'at the base of our
educational,system. And innovative mawials for prouammed knstruc-
tion can be viewed as simply new typir of textbosC perbaps better
than many but not fundamentally different from most and certainly
not as different from regulaf textbooks as those textbooks were from
whatever preceded them.

Thus, the changes we try out on our human services are minor,
while the problems we must deal with become increasingly intractable.
Aa a result, any innovation is likely to produce effects that are weak
and inconclusive at best. Ilt is this likely outcome that underlies the
trend towardincreasingly rigorous evaluations of interventions. ft is no
longer plausible to evaluate educational changes through direct
inspection, through the judgments of experts, or through the reports of
peirsons experiencing the changes. We have Learned that detecting the
effects of interventions requires considerable precision in measurement
and powerful research design. Thus,. as the problems become more
difficuli and. the -interventions become weaker in their effats, the
teans for detecting them Must become finer; acquiring definitive;

valid information about inteKventions requires considerable effort,
resources, and expeEtise often at levels that appear inappropriately
expensive in relation to the role such informatiaMnight play in policy
decisions about the interventions in question.

when not to evaluate

Given an intervention -some new procedure, device, organiza-
. tional'. rearrangement, or whatever that appears promising, what

kinds of measurement information might a decision maker need in
order to determine whether or not that intervention is worth installing
in an educational inititUtion or system? Clearly the amount of informa-

Ation that would be desirable is dependent on two characteristics of /he
intervention in question. The first of these is the cost involved: expen-
sive interventions, taking into account not only capital and operating
'costs but nonmonetary (fats is well, would call for more and better
information than would relatively inexpensive interventions. For
egample, it makes absolutely no sense to attempt to measure the
impact of using plastic rather than steel paper clips, a judgment that
should appear obvious to all. The second characteristic is an interven-

( I
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tion's underlying potential: an intervention that may cause some
harm should be evaluated-, more carefully than should one that
appears to be completely benign. Of course, harm should be viewed
quite broadly; it should include possible damage to organizations as
well as damage to pupils and other persons in the educational
syste nvolved.

,.
n tated obversely, these two principles have implica-

. dons that t ordinarily. talen into accdunt. The obv e says
,that if an i rv tion is inexpensive and obviously*ni heft' it
is not worOt evaluating as to whether or not it has any i p d on
some ._parti4ilath educational outcome. The cost of obtainin such

. information may often more than offslet its worth. Furthermore,
this is just the sort of intervention that is likely to have little impact,
and precise estimates of suckimpact are extremely costly to obtain.
For example, providing enough- money to persons released from
stateprisons to enable them to survive for a month or scwould not
be an expensive intervention, and it would clearly be, herpful)co
-prisoners who are usually released with sums between $25 and $50.
in addition, such provisioh might help reduce, recidtvism by casing
the transition to civilian employMenc. Detecting such effects is
likely tobe .very expensive, although prattling the additional

,Amoneibris relatively Cheap. As another example, an educational ,e_

intervention that would make available :to high school math stu-
dents inexpensive hand calculators is probably not wortiv, evaluat-
ing with ,any great precision. Similarly, a federal prograrn that
waild provide* annually to school systems for each child from a
poverty-level household is not worth evaluating as far as impact on ,

i the students is concerned. -The additional funds could not possibly
hurt either the sctiool systeMs or the pupils, and the cost of properly

. evoluiting whether or not such funds had a positive impact on
...--A
,. piVil learning would be extremely expensite. Implementing such a

prOgratn Might be a, waste of money, but evaluating 'it surely would- _

be even more of a$ waste. In short, for inexpensive, clearly benign
interventions, some basic errora are aCceptable.

. An additional kineof intervention also should not bi evalu-
ated. Indeed, a very good case can be made for the belief thit such
interventions should not even 1* attempted. I refer to "black.boxvtodd postulates how the intervention is going to accomplish iti

erventions the kind for Nhich no.specified rabionale, theory, or
ainis.

Yekhaps the most frequeriily employed black box interventibns are
those that involve giving unearmarked funds to school sy'stems 43r
schools in the vague hope that they will somehow, improve-themselves.
But many other interventions are proposed as well, such as Head Start

()) )
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programs and educillibnal ,vouchers, whose specific mechanisn4for
, .

producing effects are left unstated.
, -black box interventions often arise out of what may be callea

failure of.nerve. Often, despairing of finding any specific intervention
for whicb sor9 sound rationale can be proposed, an intervention is

11evised diat primarily consists of providing incentives for inmivation.
Thus, A school systemmight tuin over direction of local schools to neigh-
borhoRd school boards in the optimistic, democratiC belief that local
parentrmay be bettef.able to Specify a school curetulum than are
system-wide school boards. There may be good reasons.for decentraliz-
ing control of schools, but 1tbe idea that such mo%;es will scimehow
imilliove the schols because,parents are better at making educational
decisions than are educators is not one of them. MIlimilar example of

, failure of neive is subcontracting.to private firms to provide instruction
under a profit-incentive system4 Here-the rationale is 'simple, if unsatis-
factory: in the absence of .any notion of what to do to Improve the
schools, simply provide profit incentives for improvement, and improve-

' ments will appear. The contract learning experiments sponsored by
the Office 4. EconoOlic Opportunity (Gremlich _and Koshel, 1975)
dernonstrated hoW futile stick attempts were in producing startling Or
effective innovations, it leapt in the short run.

.
. 'the essential from the inesselial aspect!' of the intervention and hev

will likely blitnable to reprdduce or enhance desirable effects in dlWr
settings. Evaliations Of .such intetientions chatacteristically pro4ide
go-or-no-go information and do not add cumulative knowledge bases.

.

Ther/ simply iso substitute for
design of interventiorp,, Mindless

l

ovation may produce some
and theory in

movement, 1,nrgitafill result in little progress. .
. 4

. . . 01, '
141 1

questions an 'evaluator' should pip ef .t 4 .

OP', _ .
1

: Tht consideratibns raised so far, in sum, add up to a positive
,deflnitioi; of an evaluable interventionthat is, one that is worth the

r funds that must be expended in orcter to determine with smile pred-
lion whether orliot it it having its desired effects. "Evaluable interyen-
tions cart be defined is those that have clearly defined (and measur-

1
, ,

, .

k r 4 r ,

TAlst ntain'reason that black box, (enure-of-nerve interventions.
are not-worth evaluating is that we learn-so little from doing so. Poll-
uation of a well-thought-through intCrvention With specific goals tiAd"
clear, means for reaching them provides decision makers kh valuable
information abont what to do next if the intervention fails or is.only
marOnally successful. In the case of a black box intervention, however,
since the mechanism of succes# is unknown, we are unable to ;ion out

11''''
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able) goals, are Aheory- based, would require a heavy investment,04,
fund tq operate as a program, andmay potentially inflkt some ha
ful effects on persons or organizations. The moreiof these qualif

stions a proposed intervention has, the more carat:idly it should
evaluated. And, conversely, the fewer such* qualities are present, the
less wor.while it is as an intervention and the less worthwhile evaluat-
ing its effectiveness may be. ,

If a proposed intervention meets these qualifications,thow can
its subsequent evaluation best provide useful information to decision
Znakers? I'he solution requires answers to three Interrelated evaluation
questions: (1) Is, the intervention effective to a significant degree in \

. achieving its goals without substantial negative effects? (2) Cln the
interveiltion be delivered "(or implemented) successfully within the
omenizational context in which it would be embedded? (3) Can the
intervention produce benefits that justify the coses-:- both monetary
and nonmonetary that are necessary to achieve its intended effects?

Is an Intervintion Effective? Since evaluation research came
into fashlbn ten years ago, we have accrued sufficient experience with
applying powerful research designs under field conditioniito learn how
to disceni the effectiveness of interventions; typically, the main obsta-
cles to applying Auch iesearch to the evaluation of interventions are
time and money. We have learned that it is both possible and feasible,...

to carry out quite elaborate randomized. controlled elerimiints under
field conditions. We have also learned through experience that, with
proper safeguards, nonexpeanentankatistical methods can also be
used with considera.ble confidence in assessing the yripacts of interven-
tions. . f

I

. In short, it is possible, provided that we are willink CO spend the
time and can afford the costs, to obtain quite precise, unbiased esti-
mates of the effects of interventions. But there is a differencebetween
statistical proof and its itnplkations for policy decisions. The best the
researcher can do is provide data4bowing that an intervention does or ,

does not produce statistically significant. effects. Often, however. when .

seen in the light of policy needs,ltatistically signifiCant effects a not .

itime Street (Ball and Bogatz, 1970) showed that chi dreri
important. For example, the Educationif Testing Servke's,(ETS) val-
uationof Ses
who hid viewed that program had progressed farther toward an

lundcrstandIng of certain basic relationships, could recognize more let= .
. ters of the alphabet. and had a clearer understanding of some rudi-

mentary arithmetic operations than had childrrn who had not seen the
program; however, there still remained the quption of whether or not
such results were significant Trom a milky viewpoint. Tbe ETS evalua-

. tiori showe4 that after the end of a year's viewing, on the average,

8 4,

.
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--iewers could recognize two more letters of the alphaattet than cotikt

Owse who did not look at the program. But do two itional letters
represerit an increase in learning significant enough.to justifyjheeffort
that went into the design of the program? A somewhat similar case
involves the Head Start program. Whetiher or not it was effective is
apparently a controversial issue among evaluators; however, even if we
accept the most Optimistic of the seyeral findings, cin we say whethei%
or not its poitive effects are significant enough to merit policy attention?

Furthermore, deciding policy significahce involves making
judgments as to whether or not unintended side effects cancel out
positive, primary effects. In his reanalysis of the Sesame Street results,
for example, Cook (1975) found that the program had stronger effects .

among middle-class children than among poor ghildren; the end result
was a general wid ning in the learning gap between the two socio-
economic levels of 'ewers of the program. Similarly,. in Seattle and
Denver income ma itenance experiments, a sl*ht ivork disincentive
effect was shown t result from income maintenance, payments, espe-
cially amon seco dary workers in househo1ds7 mothers of young chil- ,
dren, and adolescents. This effect Was statistically significant, but its
policy implicationi were not clear; though at first glance appearing to
be a major drawback, in some respectsmothers .uf young children
withdrawing from low-paying jobs to keep house and rear their chil-
dren and adolescents remaining in high school until graduation it
could be ju ed s a positive outcOme. In additien, it was found that
the payments the breakup of marriages; this, too, may at first
seem negatilt. th payments may have provided sufficient income
security to free women from unhappy marriages (Hannan, Tuma, and
Groenevekl, 1978).

In short, while the researcher can now 4el confident that his
measurements tan providr precise and. unbiased esti-Mates of the
effects of interventions, this information may not be relevant'as far as

\policy is concerned. Policy significance is.not equivalent to statistical
significance. Judgments still must be !nide about the .appropriateness
of the magnitude of the effects pnd whhher pr not there is a satisfac-
tory tradeoff between positive results arid negative side effects,

Can the Intervention Be Delivered Successfully? The most use-
ful estimates of interveniion effects result from randomized controlled

' experiments; these must be ru0 by researchers who carefully imple-
ment interventions under conditions that ensure its deliver)k,to appro-
priate target groups. Effects, then, are best rpeasured when an inter-
vention is ddivered in a standard'way at its intended full strength. For
this repon, randomized experiments on a grand' scale have been pri-
marily concerned with transfer payments as interventions (these might

j
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include income maintenance pigments, subsidized health insurance,
housing allowances, unemployment benefits for released prisonefi, or'
similar aid). The delivery of transfer pytneens, is fairly readily
evaluated because it can be conducted tvitIA the framework of a ran-
Oomized experiment that simulates or imitates closely the ways in -
which such paymedts would be delivered when-embodiedin a statutory
program. Human services delivery; however, is not.so easily measured;
unfortunately, many human services interventions that work quite well
in randomized controlled experiments administered by researchers
often fail miserably in other capiexts. This is primarily because it is dif-

,ficult to staii4ardize the delivery of hurnan servicei, especiallYwhen the
' deliverers aigoprotessionals who have considerable 'autonomy in the

exercise of (heir professival functions, largely as a conseguence of the
failure of interventions that work well under. 'highly controlled sitlia-
tiOns to work at all in the field or instiallional context. -,

., , -
1 The.exp.ectable difference between pilot runs.and pmduction .

runs,often means that an intervention must be tested twice: It is tested
first within the context of a carefully cbntrolled experiment; results

.. from such an experiment provide estimates of- an intervIntion's dim-
.

tiVeneu under the most favorableircurnstances as administered by
the dedicateddesigner Of thr iiitervefition. It is then testrd;within the
context of the institution that will be *iven the delivery mandate if the
intervention° ik incorporated into sta utory policy..-.

Perhaps most representative the sort or double testing sug-
gested here are the exptatimentsspons red by the Department of Labor
(Rossi, fierk, and Lenihan; forthcon ng) concerning the efficacy of
extending -unemployment insurance bepefits as postrelease financial
aid to ex-felons. Such aid, of course,' is intende0,44 reduce reeidivism
by easing the 'transition to cMlian employment'. This intervention was
tried initially on a small scale in Baltimore as,a randomized experi-
ment; it was run by a devoted social reNtsiher Who administerea pay-
ments and provided job placerpent servicei with the aid of a small
but conscientious staff. The Baltimore experiment 'produced very
.etkouraging results, reducing arrests on property-related charges (that

V.is, burglary, robbery, and larceny) by about 8 percent, a e ty 25.'
percent /eduction in recidivism for such charges 'during e post-
release year as compared with the control group. The Department of

-

Lator then tested the same program in, moie policy-relevant seuings
by having the departments of corrections and unemployment secttrity
in Georgia and Texas administei-4t-on a trial basis as a randomized

-,controlled experiment. As administered by those agencies, the- inter-
- ventio0 had no significant impact on arrests on property-related

charges during the, postrdease year in either state. Under seine condi-
C 1
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tions, financial aid was apparently effective but 'not when it was
delivered by the kinds of agencies that would be 'responsible for it if4 ?
were enacted as a national policy.

Program implementation itilves other measurement issues
besides evaluating the effectiveness of 'interventions. The *musk oha
program depends on how effectively it, s implemented. Hence, mea-

- sitting service delivery is a problem in the administration 'of all pro-. "
grams, elpecially those, such as human services, that must rely heavily
on personnel for delivery. From the perfpective of decision Malang, it
is necessary to know not only whether or not an intervention will work
under certain circumstances but also whether or not it lin work within
the context of the institution that will have to admrnister it. This sug-
gests_that policy makinfohould be more tentative in establishing a pro-
gram, making provisions fq both close tracking of how well the prp- .

gram is being implemented and periodie checklon its effectiveness as it
is deliverea.

(4. Do the Intervention's Benefitsfustify its Costs? The general idea
s behind iienefit-tif cost analyses ts quite simple: policies that., create

:benefitti greater than their costs are the only mks worth enacting, and
policies with high benefit-to-cost ratios make timer use of resources.
than do those with lower ratios. Going beyond this general idea to the
calculation of benefit-to-cost ratios, horever, one leaves a simple world
and enters a maze of intricate co" mplitations. To begin with, benefits
and costs may be regarded from many viewpoints from those of intli-

.. ,

vidual recipients Of an intervention to.those of individual taxpayers, of
.14

- the institution' involved, and finally, of the government administration
or the society as a whole. Very costly educational interventions may-
offer very high benefit-to-cost ratios to recipients but fractional ones to
every other ,party.

Second, calculating a benefir-to-cost ratio requires.reducing all
) benefits and costs to some -common metric ,usually.monetary units.

This may make 'sense in the calculation of _lienefit-to-cost ratios for 46;

dams and irrigation systeins, 'Whose main effects may be calculated in A
monetary terms, but hoW can we measime hOw Much a person benefits

' from learning more math.? What is the benefit to society orraising the
national average of math scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
by two or th'ree points? It is clear that there ire some societal benefits,
but it is difike.nit, if not impossible, to measure such ben its in terms
that would make sense to everyone concerned. -

Finally, benefit-twcost ratios are generally ver sensitive tip the
discount rates applied to expenditureti. Since investing monies at a
given time on an ibtervention' means that alternative investments can;
not then .be made that Might accrue interest over the' future, it is

4
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necessary to compare the worth of the present expenditures discounted
for the future' worth of investment , lternatives. Discount rates are,-\i
largely conjectural, and, for interve 'ons that call, for a fairly large
amouqt of present-day expenditures; benefit-to-colt ratios can vary
widely:. , .

.For these reasons, benefit-to-cost calculations, at least as,

applied to social programs, tend to approximate the truth value of
science fiction ---.- they are interesting, perhaps even insightful, .butthey
are mainly the product of some fertile imtginatio;i. This is p ticularly

: true of benefit-to-cost calculations applied to programs w ose effecf
tiveness has not yTt been tested but is simply taken for granted. Costs
ind benefits, of course, should not be ignored. Indeed, I hold the con-
trary view. Calculations of cost. effectiveness that is, the cost of a
delivered unit of effectiveness are especially useful. For example,
given a_ program that ip effective in raising the average sccires on some

. .

standardized test of reading abillty, it is possjiAr to cOmpute how much
each unit gaM in reading scores costs. M a further illustration, Cook
(1975) reports that, by his calcullitions, eath additional letter of the .
alphabet learned by a preschool child through exposure n; Sesame
Street costs approximately $.25. And, in the Bahimore ekperiment
conducted by the Department of Labor, it costs about meop4.0 avert
.each iWident of recidivjsm, an amount th4 may seem ex4iesstyc until f.

.one compares it with the costs of processing an arrested person through ..,
the criminal justice system and maintaining that. person in jail for a
typical tv:ii- year sentence, . . . . .

.

Calculating cost effectiveness requires close monitoring of costs
and units of services delivered, RI well as measures of effectiveness. The
same research operations and measures with the addition -of cost
accounting-- that can be used to nvinitor the deliv&y of services can

. provide the basic informion used to calculate cost effectiveness.
. ..(1::, .

c'a

conclusion

This chapter has examined some of the major issues that arise
in measuring the effectivencis of and making decisions about intervCn-
dons: Assuming that precise and accurate measurements of the effek

Itiveneu of interventions are expensive, have stressed that there are
" circumstances under, which one should not undertake measurement:

some interventions are simply too trivial to waite'resources on, and
othc.rs are so polly defined that any ineasurement is bound to be yr
fling and equivocal. For thOse interventions that are evaluable, 1 hior
illustrated the-considerable difference between the effeVveneu of an
intervention conducted under pilot-tun conditions and, the effective-.

S
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ness of one administered by the irittitution that will have the ultimate
responsibility fox it if the prograftvis enacted. I have also expressed a
peuimistic view of benefit-to-cost calculations as being largely con-
jecturil and ordinarily highly dependent on shaky assumptions. In
their places, Lhave stressed the usefUlness of measuring cost effective-
ness.

Measuring the effectiveness of inierventions and the costs asso-
ciated with measurod effects pr6vides only one part cif the information
that goes into the dectsion-miking process. No matter how well an
evaluation is condUcted, it would be naive to expect the resulting
measures of effectiveniess to have ,an all-determining impact on the
decisions of policy maiVrs. There,are many reasons to enact interVen-
tions into policy without considering their effectiveneu. For instance,
equity considerations may completely outweigh considerations of effec-
tiveness., In addition, constituency demands arising from clients,

k organizations, and -perhaps even suppliers may *pear more cogcnt to
-decision makers than the representations of eval4tion researchers:

Indeed, would one have it otherwise? In a democtatic society, is it not
better to have policy that is responsive to the push andn,pull of politics
than to the outcomes of social, research?
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Responses of policymahers to Title I And
bilingual education program evaluations illustrate

Amu research affects policy decisions.

using measurement
in educational

decision makirigt

john ellis

Throughout the last decade, and most certainly during -the past few :
years, lawmakers and educational administrators in the federal gov- :
ernmencitave relied increasingly on mealurement and evaluation in
making their decisionic The reasons are clear enough: a growing
demand for accountability in education and a clearneed for m0'
accurate yardsacksio measure the efficacy of educational systems, pro-
grams, curriculums, add student learning. Congress wants more objec-
tive, pragmatic evidence on which tO base its decisions about whether
support for programs should be increaseci, decreased, or abandoned.
Educational administrators, tvetres, parents, !Office of Management
snd Budget staff, and othelf outside the legislative halls- 'also want
objective evidence to support their proposals and prograps.,

My current role involves working with all 120 programs admin.
jstered by the U.S. Office of Pucation (OE). In capacity I can.see,
though somewhat dimly, the coptellation of f that focus on. the
'congress and the administration and atteMpt to rsuade, cajole, lure,
or threaten theM into taking appropriate action. In this chapter, I will
examifie the influence of' testing and research on two of_OE's major

NI &maim s for resift mul Measurement, I, 1,79 () 11' 89u



concernsTitle I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA) and bilingual educatiOn. These two areas exemplify, the
increasing impact testing is having on decision making at the federal
level; in addition, they show how testing may be applied in other
educational program areas:

testing and Title I
._ .,

. /
Title I of ESEA is the flagship of federal elernentary and secon-

dary education programs. It was authorized in 1965 t9 provie special
educational services to educationally deprived childr& iq low-income
areas, a d its budget has grown from $959 million in fiscal year 1966 to
over ;3 Ilion today: Tit4e I funds now go to 14,000 of the 16,000
school tricts in the country. Measurement, in the form of evalua-
tion; has been an integral part of Title I since its enactment, However,
first-generation evaluations were basically efforts to find "successful"
Title. I. programs...By today's standards, t4Sky were relatively primitive
and impretise, and they were inadequate and unsatisfactory for the
purpoSt$ cat the bE and Congress, igjact, there were Serious discus-
sions abottt whether to perform radMurgery on Title I or to aban-
don it altbgether. ,

\ P4974, Pongress amended:pelf I by adding several new duties
for the WA. CnittnisSiCiner, of. EduCion:jhe..commissioner was to:
strengthett the t.equ1rement for inglependrit eval*tions of Title I pro-
grams gati*dirOli:Aerveipp..ari4:..0101)1kb:. StndAt4.41for evaluating the/ effectiveneSsOf thijse pit*tatilS 10,p4.4`t,ons41i:.14.rith states to pro-
vide jointly iiiionstired, *iftii,k*iitil, ttatikqt4dicgi*ovide.states With
evaluation mode* utilizing. phle...e 0-ite*40.'Whoddlogy to pl.o-
'duce data that ire "ecinipariti3kAtina s.titOide aiiittiatipm'vide basis;

, . .. , :

and provide states with technical aSsistance If r.sieVeloliing'41id apply-
ing their evaluation programs.

As a result of the 1974 education amendments,-ttle Natkinal
Institute for Education (NW) and OE conducted a number.of studies
and surveys. Contrary to earlier findijigs;,, these studies Showed ail
increase in. achieveMent for Title .1 children. Moreover, the NIE stialy
indicated titat the effectiveness of,Title I programs directly-correlated
with the quality of administration: progranjs.that were adeninistergd
well tended to be better-04p poorly administered programs. These
studies led to the general coricluslob tbat Title I wax indeed working
and that it could be made even betteri , .

Congressional action in- 1978 reflects, in part, the resultt of the
NW and OE studies, for a significant incr6ise in Title I !, "yriations
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was Mat le. Including the new concentration proposal at $400 million,
the total Title I appropriation will be over $3.4 billion; this new total
represents an increadie of 27 pereent over last year, the largest increase
in, the history of the program. Furthermore). Congress placed more
responsibility on the states for mCnitoting Title I programs and incor-
porated into law some of the provisions in current.Tegulations dealing
with program admittistration.

The research conducted by NW was also good for the agency,
The report of the Senate/Hou.0 Committee on the reauthorization ot
ESEA stated, "The high quality and extremely useful work accoen-
plished by NIE in the ESEA Title I study was particularly influential in
impressing the Congress that the institute has i,Vn and matured. It
now represehts a winiqüeand solid resource [that] administrators and
educational policy 'makers can depend on for the study of difficult ind
previously 'unknown areas [that] affect learning and thezetlucation pro-
cess,-as well as national education policy issues" (Conference Report on
H. R. 15, 1978, p. H12224).

'The education amendments of 1978 reflect Congress' desire for
still more and better measurement. A lengthy section on program eval-
uation specifies thio the commissioner of education shall continue to
provide for independent evaluations of Title I programs and projects
as well as technical assistance. In addition; the commissioner must
report the results of evaluations to Congress no later than February in
f1980, 1982, and 1984.

. A number of Title I evaluation studies are currently under way;
hree that should be,compleied by next spring undoubtedly will have
substantial impact on Title I legislatinn next year. Those conducting
these studies arc seeking to determine: (1) what percentage of students
retain fr414e-spring achiev'ement gains during the summer; (2) the cost
effectiveness of the various types of Title I serviCes; and (3) the nature
'and ext.snt of parental.involvement in the education of children.

Talk about the failnres of Title I has virtmitly disappeared.
There is no 4uestion that constitancy pressures and social needs over-

*

shadowed any test results in determining funding levels for Title I. Yet
Congress clearly wanted to ensure that the dollars appropriated were
being used wisely: congressional committees contimied to press OE for
evidence that the programs were working, But in this session; Congress
turned away frqm questioning the:desirability of having such a pro-
gram, instead focusing its attentiOn on making Thle I more flexible
and more effectfve. Without data documenting student success and
pointing the way toward program refinements, I seriously doubt that
such.positive congressional action would have been taken.
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evaluation and bilingual education

An estimated 15 million persons orlimiled English-speaking
ability live in this country. About 24 .percent of them, or 3.6 million,
are foul to eighteen years of age and therfore of particular concern to
our public and privateschools. An overwhelming number 69 per-
cent, or '2.1 million of these young people speak Spanish. Only five
other languages account for more than 50,000 persons each: Italian,
French, Filipino, German, and Chinese.

An 1968, Congress enacted the Bilingual Education Act as Title
VII of ESEA and appropriated $7.5 million for bilingual education. In
1974, the U.S. Supreme Court, in Lau v. Nichols, ruled that the San
Francisco school district must provide special programs for children of
limited English-speaking ability. Although the court did not spiecifi-
cally require bilingual education, that approach was one option for
meeting the, new requirements and assuring equal access to education.
Following that decision, Congress substantially broadened Title VII to
help states and school systems better serve non-English-speaking stu-
dents. New kmendments called for more deliberate and systematic

-' teacher training and curriculum development. They also authorized
funds forcreating resource centers to help teacher*, as will as materials
development centers and asseument and,ctissemination centers.

Unfortuhately, research in bilin al education to date is frag-
nientiry and inconclusive. A major studv of the subject was conducted
by the American Institute of Research (AIR) under a $1.5 million con-
tract with OE. Results of this study,' released in the spring of 1977,
caused revesberations in the educational community that are still
being felt today. They found that less than one third of the students
participating in, bilingual classes were of limited Englisb-speaking
ability and that, in the judgment of teachers, approximately three
lourths bf the fourth, fifth, and sixth gradq. Title VII classrociins
were either English . \monolingual or English-dominant bilingual

.students (Danoff, 1978). The researchers also noted that, in their study
sample, Title VII students had slightly lower grades in English than
did students whb were hot in Title VII programs; ip mathematics,
across grades, they were performing at about the same revel as students
not in Title VII.

In August 1978, the National Conference on the Education of
Hispanics issued a statement saying that the AIR report had been "seri-
ously questioned by several independent researchers of renowned COM.
petence." The conference went on record as repudiating the report
and passed a resolution asking that OE also repudiate the report and
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take steps to replicate the study. Others have made similar requests
(U.S. Office of Education, 1978).

It is understandable that the Hispanic community would be
upset. When a reseatch study that seriously 'questions the results of a
program designed to address some of the long-neglected cultural, lin:
guistic, and academic concerns of Hispanics, it is to be expected that -
such a study would itself bi-Tubject to inttense,scrutiny. It was not
unlike the early days of Title I when negative results appeared so fre-
quently.

Congress, of course, was concerned about claims that the .

majority of pupils in the progpra were competent in English. Thus,
when it acted on the bilingual program this year, it mandated that no
more than 40 percent of the pupils in ihe progra,1 should be children
whose native language is English. (To avoid proftillems of segregation,
some English-speaking pupils had to be eligible to participate.) Con-
gress also changed the description of these chadren from "limited
English-speaking" to :limited English proficiently," since speaking is
only one factor that should be- considered. In addition, Congress
'increased its appropriation for bilingual programs ui $150 million and !
called for additional research. The resealth that will emerge,
including studies on entry criteria for bilingual education programt
exit criteria, program effectiveness, and teacher training will have ak
aimpact on future appropriations. Clearly, the research available is
insufficient for making important decisions.

, national testing

A final concern I wish to address in this chapter is the alleged
specter of a federally sponsored national competency test. The Carter
Administration has expressed its opposition to such a federal role.
Joseph A. Califano, Jr., Secretary of Health, Eduoation, and Welfare,
agreeing with a report from the National Academy of Education,.
stated: "A national test would improperly centralize a matter of stafe

band local control" (CaIifano, 1078, p. 4).
What is the federal role? I believe it should be based on how we

can best help state and local school districts. In the session just
adjourned, Congress authorized the U.S. Commissioner of Education, s

to make grants to states and to individual school districts for imple-'
.

mentiing educational proficiency standards and providing assistance. I

with achievement tes$hig. While no money for this program has yet
been appropriated, the debate aboutithis legislation is instructive. I
recall heating late at night the conference-committee dialogue ibn-

/I
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'cerning the isstie of federal control. To guard against federal influ-
ence, a prtective statement was adopted concerning proficienCy stan-
dard assistance that says: "Nothing in this section shall athorize' the
commiisioner to impose tests on state educational 4g6Cies .or local
edticational agencies, and no such agency shall be compelled in any
way to apply for funds under this section" (Conference Report on H.
R. 15, 1978, p. H121)31). Similarly, regarding assistance with achieve-
meat testing, the safeguard provision stated: "Nothing irt this section
shail authorize the commissioner to require specifiC: tests or test ques-
tions. Any state or local educational 'agency may refuse to use any test
or test question developed under this.section" (Conference 'Report on
H. R. 15, 1978, p. 1112181).

C9ngress is responding to public pressure and test results con-
cerniog achievement levels in American schoolS. However, sensitive to
the dangers of federal control, it has placed clear limitations on the
Office of Education in administering the laws.

in swmarizing this brief trip through some recent detisions, I
would make the following general conclusions:

1. In an increasingly complex society, tests will con ue to
have an important .impact on indiviauals, institu ions, and
the decisions that are made about education.

. Constant vigilance must be exercised to ensure that the fed-
eral role continues to be one concerned with research, tech-
nical assistance, and funding rather than one of 'domination
or Fontrol.

3: The educational research establishment must exiiarkd its
methodological approa,ches from traditional reliance on iisy-
chology and statistical analysis to includcdthe use of the
wider range of methodologies now cOmmon in other sciences.

4. Policy makers it all levels roust be willing to make intelligent
adjustments', fo 'programs based on results.

5. While indleased dollars and continuing authorizations are
welcome signs, we must remind ourselves that the real mea-
sures of success are how well students learn an,d how signifi-
candy their life chances are improved.

1010

conclusion

IThe short political life cycle or peOpk and events in Washing-
ton-often stresses instant success, but' it should become intreasingly
apparent that, in the long run, th'e best policy will be to support pro-
grains air demonstrate positive and tangible long-term results) It is
naive to believe that research, however sophiiticated, will resolve

N.
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intensely political questions. Conversely, it is unnecessarily cynicalt to
believe that research results have Hale or no effect on legislative action.
Congress and the administr ion do take seriously responsible etridence
of program effectiveness, I sense a willingness to make effective use
of the results of major studies. Critical questions remain uuantAvered,
and numerous decisions must be made about the focus of programs
and the allocation of scarce resources. Solid research aided by refined
measuring instruments and new methodologies will be increasingly4
helpful in making those decisions in the years ahead.
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from the introduction

Demands by edutcational policy makers for applicatuMs of
measurement to significant new task; are having far reaching
effects on education and measurement. Measurement
professionals are beingtaskfd to help in depgning educational
'programs for, dmong others, children with learning
disabilities, gifted children, and bilingual children. These
professionals are also being asked how measurement can help
in allocating funds to schools, determining qualifications for
high school diplomas and, college degrees, and 'evaluating the
worth of new edudational programs. These new and complex
demands have given rise to congres.sional debate, federal and
state con,ferences, and extensive discussion and developmental
work, by measurement Specialists. Measurement. and
educational policy is the theme of this inaugural volume of
New Directions for Testing and Measurement, which includes
the ten papers presented at the 1978 Educational Testing
Service invitational Conference.
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